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Search For New Pontiff Begins
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By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) — In one
respect, 1st District Congressman
Carroll Hubbard, the factional enemy
of the state Democratic administration,
agrees with Terry McBrayer, the administration's choice for governor in
1979.
Both believe that it is too early to seek
the governorship actively.
As,McBrayer put it Saturday during
the annual political speechmaking at
Fancy Farm, -this is 1978 and not
1979," declaring that Senate and
congressional races are yet to be won.
As Hubbard put it, "I may be the last
candidate to enter the campaign for
governor." McBrayer, who has just
resigned as state commerce commissioner, plans to announce after the
November races. Hubbard has indicated he may wait until early next
year.
But beyond that, Hubbard has issued
some obscure and intriguing
statements about the possible shape of
the gubernatorial scramble.
"Many happenings will take place
regarding the governor's race between
now and next January while will alter
the current gubernatorial picture
significantly," he said. "Wait and see."
Hubbard has not specified or
elaborated on what he -means by this
mysterious prediction.
Is it possible that the congressman
knows front. Washington what most
politicians in Kentucky do not know?
For example,he was the one whesent
a telegram to state Democratic
chairman Howard "Sonny" Hunt,
asking him if he knew of any prominent
state Democrats with investments in
certain Caribbean interests.
Hunt replied negatively at a party
central committee meeting recently
and was supported unanimously by the
committee after an attempt by Hubbard and state Auditor George Atkins,
another anti-administration candidate
for governor, to get him to resign.
Yet only a week or so later, Hunt quit
as chairman, citing a newspaper investigation of his considerable
newfound wealth since he took the post
three years ago.
And at the Fancy Farm picnic, Paul
Tinkle, the news director of radio
station WYMC at Mayfield, asked Gov.
Julian Carroll if he knew of any FBI
investigations of prominent Kentucky
Democrats. Carroll said he did not and
added that if such is occurring, it could
be routine rather than for the purpose
of unearthing any Illegitimate activity.
Yet, from several sources, there has
been word that the FBI is checking into
the financial background of Hunt — and
the newsman's question implied
possibly the finances of other
politicians.
In addition to Hubbard and
McBrayer. other potential and declared
gubernatorial candidates spoke to the
several thousand persons attending the
picnic — including U. Gov. Thelma
Stevan, state Auditor George Atkins
and former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane.
At least 15 candldafeS
and lieutenant governor spoke during a
program that lasted more than three
hours.
And dozens of speeches were made by
personages ranging from Kentucky's
two U.S. senators and one challenger to
Huddleston — state Rep Louis Guenthner, R-Louisville, — down to
secondary officeholders.
The agenda was especially heavy
Saturday because of next May's
See HUBBARD,
Page 12, Column 3
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VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope Paul
VI is dead after a reign of 15 years as
the 262nd Roman Catholic pontiff, and
the church today began the ancient
process of mourning him and electing a
successor to lead its 500 million
members.
The Vatican announced that the
pope's body would be put on view this
afternoon at his summer palace in
Castel Gandolfo, in the Alban Hills
south of Rome where he died Sunday
night.
The body will be brought to the
Vatican Tuesday, opening a nine-day
mourning period. It will lie in state for
three days in St. Peter's Basilica while
the public files past it.
On Friday, it will be enclosed in a
triple coffin and placed in the crypt
below the basilica while Masses are
said for the remaining six days of
mourning. The last of these will be a
solemn high requiem attended by

Changes Due When
School Starts Again

sunny
and
warm

By HERBERT SPARROW
build up banks of four to 29 days.
Associated Press Writer
The proposals must still be reviewed
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Kentucky
and approved by the state Board for
school pupils who begin returning to
Elementary and Secondary Education,
classes this week face changes that will
which has a special meeting scheduled
affect riot only whakaletY do ilk the
Friday..
classroom but possibly how long they
are there as well.
Stunned by two consecutive harsh
winters that played havoc with school
calendars, local school officials are
making contingency plans for this year.
And that means many pupils will be
attending classes by the middle of
Quick thinking by an employee of
August, and they could face longer
Buck's Food Store and fast action by
school days.
Murray Police—Department officers
Magoffin County — which had two
have been credited in the arrests of two
days of in-service work for teachers
suspects in the robbery of the local food
last week — opens classes while 18
market Sunday night.
her school systems will be in session
A .MPD spokesman said the two inby the end of the week.
dividuals, one a juvenile, entered the
_Thirty-three other school districts
store about 10:30 p.m. Sunday branWill have in-service days this week with
dishing weapons and demanded money.
classes beginning next week. By Aug.
A customer walked into the store, the
18, 112 of the state's 181 school districts
spokesman said, who apparently knew
will be in session.
one of the-suspects. When the customer
The early starts, combined with
spoke to the suspect — the juvenile —
shortened Christmas vacations and no
he panicked and fled, the MPD officer
planned spring breaks, will give most of
said.
the districts more than 20 days to use in
The Huck's employee and the
the event of bad weather.
customer then beat the other suspect,
The 1978 General Assembly, which
Keith Downey,to the door and locked it,
also had its meeting schedule intrapping Downey in the building.
terrupted by the weather, approved
Officers arrived on minutes later and
another alternative method of allowing
arrested Downey. The juvenile suspect
school districts to build up a cushion of
was captured about six blocks from the
days for bad weather.
store on foot.
The law allows schools to extend the
The MPD spokesman said the
length of their regular school day, with
weapons carried by the suspects were
the additional time accumulating as
toy pistols. The $83 taken in the robbery
"snow bank days" which can be
was recovered.
counted against days missed because of
weather..
Seventeen school districts have•
requested snow bank days so far. The
proposals range from 12 minutes extra
all year to an hour and 20 minutes for a
three-week period. The proposals would

Quick Thinking, MPD
ACtiori Lecrds.'Fo
Suspects' Arreiis

AT FANCY FARM — Over 8,000 showed up at the 98th
Annual Fancy
Farm picnic Saturday to savor the barbecue mixed in
with the political
speaking. The annual St. Jerome School classic which
traditionally marked
the beginning of the fall campaign featured a number
of Democratic
hopefuls and a few Republicans. Below, an unidentified
man talks with
Benton Democrat Richard Lewis, who is seeking the
nomination for lieutenant governor. In the center picture Dr. Democratic
Gil Mathis, an
economics professor at Murray State University, talks
with Dr. Harvey
Sloane, ex-Louisville mayor seeking the Democratic
nomination for governor, and in the bottom picture, Becky Wilson of.
Calloway County talks
with. Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall, an announced gubernat
orial candidate.
Photos By iennie B Gordon

p.m., EDT) after suffering a heart
attack nearly three and a half hours
before. He was 80.
The pope had been put to bed
Saturday after a recurrence of arthroais, the painful disease of the joints
that afflicted him in his later years. A
medical bulletin today said he
developed an acute inflammation of the
bladder Saturday afternoon and after
more than 24 hours of high fever suffered a heart attack late Sunday afternoon as his personal secretary was
celebrating Mass at his bedside.
The pope was reported lucid almost
to the end. After the heart attack he was
placed in an oxygen tent, but Vatican
sources said up to an hour before his
death he prayed with his associates.
Then he became dizzy and motioned to
the others to continue the prayers.
Often of late the pope had spoken of
See POPE,
Page 12, Column 3

Ronnie Jackson New
Library Board Head
Ronnie Jackson has been elected
chairman of the Calloway County
Public Library board succeeding Max
Hurt who has retired from the board.
Appointed to take Hurt's place on the
board is Walter L. Apperson, publisher
of The Murray Ledger & Times.
Jackson was reappointed to a full term
on the board while Apperson was appointed to his first full term.
Other board members inelede
H. Kopperud, treasurer; Martha
Broach, secretary;and Lynn Houston.
County Judge-Executive_Jioberl,,, 0.
Miller serves as board attorney and
Calloway School Supt. Jack Rose is an
advisor to the board.
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan is librarian
at the local facility.

RONNIE JACKSON
New Board Chairman

st,-Crew Named-For Final Play
Of Community Theatre's Season

The cast and crew for the third and
Theatre's 19-month history. The
final • peoduction of Community
wooden playground equipment near the
Theatre's summer season of 1978,
historical first courthouseip Calloway
"You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown,"
County (now located in the new cityhas been announced by production
county park) provides an ideal atchairman Gerry Reed.
mosphere for the production.
"This- Broadway musical will be a
Crew members have been at work for
delightful finish for our very successful
weeks to be sure that every aspect of
summer theatre program," Richard
the production will be ideal. Properties
Valentine, producing director of the
chairman Mickey Lents, lighting
One Section — 12 Page.
show,said. "The professionalism of the
director Ned O'Brien, stage manager
cast will assure us of that," he said.
Suzanne Johnson, publicity designer
9 10, 11
Classified.s
The play includes six roles based on
Karen Boyd and c6stumer Anne
9
Comics
Charles M. Schultz's comic strip
Chapman have been at work with
9
Crosswords
"Peanuts- as it appeared in
volunteers and the regular theatre
2
Dear Abby
newspapers in the late sixties. Tim
board
preparing for opening night,
8,9
Pages
Farm
Hawkins will be seen as Charlie Brown;
August 17
5
Horoscope
Lewis Bossing as Linus; Steve Hussung
"I think It's interesting to note that
2
Let's Stay Well
as
Schroeder; Jane Bailey as Lucy;
most of our cast and crew are either
....... 2,3
Local Scene.,
Dana Silcox as Patty; and Johnny
new to our theatre or holding new
4
Opinion Page
Cannon
as Snoopy.
positions." membership chairman
6,7
Sports
"Just like the comic strip, this show
Margaret Trevathan said. "That's very
appeals to all ages. The characters are
encouraging to us as we approach our
timeless, the songs and sketches are all
second annual membership drive
blended into a perfect evening of fun
August 20 through 28. We have retained
and good feelings in the theatre,"
our support from charter members but
Valentine said.
the organization hasn't stopped
Music director Joe Jackson is exgrowing. After last year's membership
pected to impress Calloway County
drive we could boast over 600 mem
- aaarely....sunny and warm this
audiences with the talents of a small
hers."
afternoon, Aa1iJtj14t Paw_—--ordtestiaeeirn sirthemime eiallise
6001411_11*.auslo_the Community
Fair and mild tonight with lowsln
ca9C.• Strziffine3oriffilIT-11!111,19 teethe
Ttri thri&Panither. For both—the
and
Sunny
the nlid to upper` 50s.
Community Theatre keyboard for the
"Hobbit" and "The Thread That Runs
warm on Tuesday with highs in
first time since last failewhen she was
So True" the houseariwe sold out for
pianist to "The Fantasticri.'
the mid 80s.
•-• limmeof the six night runs. Other perThe setting for the show is as informances were full houses of
novative and interesting as('.ommunity
audiences from all over the region.

today's index

religious and political leaders from
around the world.
The church's 130 cardinals were
summoned to Rome to oversee the last
rites for Pope Paul and choose his
successor. Sometime within the next
two weeks, the 115 of them who are
under the age of 80 will begin voting in a
secret conclave in the Sistine Chapel,
beneath its resplendent frescos by
Michelangelo, to elect the new pope.
Six cardinals were most frequently
mentioned as possible candidates.
Three are Italians: Giovanni Benelli,
believed to have been Pope Paul's
choice, Sergio Pignedoli and Sebastiano
Baggio. The three nonitalians are
Johannes Willebrands of the
Netherlands, Eduardo Pironio, an
Argentine of Italian descent, and Franz
Koenig of Austria.
Vatican sources said Pope Paul died
peacefully in his bedroom at Castel
Gandolfo at 9:40 p.m. -Sunday (3:40

Six performances are scheduled for
"You're A Good Man Charlie Brown,"
Thursday, Friday and Saturday August
17-19 and August 24-25. No advance
tickets will be on sale, seating is limited
and no additional performances are
planned.
Performances begin promptly at 8
p.m. in the new city-county park.
Tickets are $2.50 for adults, $1.50 tor
children under 12 and $1.50 for Senior
Citizens

Theatre Group
To Meet
Tuesday
Members of the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre will have a
meeting at the public library Tuesday.
/tug. 8 at 7 p.m.
The meeting is open to the public and
the main topic of business will be the
annual theatre membership drive
which is corning up soon.
-"AU persons.to wish to participate
in this drive and Who wish to become
involved in any area of the community
theatre are urged to attending this
meeting," Margaret Trevathan,
executive
secretary
for
the
organization said."

'YOU'Ri A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN" — The cast of the Com- merely Theatre's upcoming pmduction of "You're A Good Man, Charlie
Brown" is pictured here in rehearsal at the New City-rountf raILTIO7kwise from center, Tim Hawkins as Charlie Brown, lane Bailey as Lucy, Steve
Hussiing as Schroeder, Johnny Cannon as Snoopy,Dana Weis as Patty, and
Lewis Bossing as Linus. The production is scheduled for August 17, 18, 19
and 24, 25, 26.
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To Be Married

Let'5 Stay Well

:De.an_
B y Abigail Van Buren
_

Abby's Readers
Have Big Hearts
DEAR READERS: A few months ago I urged my
readers to donate their organs after death by writing to
The Living Bank for a donor card. The response was
overwhelming!
I want to share a few of the heartwarming letters
received by The Living Bank:
DEAR SIR: I wish to leave any part of my body that will
help someone to see, Or hear, or to make their kidneys
function normally. I am living a healthy, normal life, but I
know there aremany people who aren't, so if I can donatf
My healthy organs after I die to someone less fortunate, it
would give my life more meaning.
Please send me a donor card to carry in case God calls
me home unexpectedly in an accident. I am only 14, but I
know I will feel the same way when lam 18, because I have
felt this way since I was 10.
CYNTHIA C.

tnenwrear

DEAR SIRS: Please send me a Living Bank donor's card
to fill out. My brother, Buddy, was killed instantly in a
motorcycle accident two years ago. He was 18 and healthy,
and such a sweet and generous kid, I'm sure he would have
willed his eyes and kidneys-and any other filets that
could have been used for transplants-had he only known
how to do it.
What a pity my brother's death couldn't have meant life
to two people who were waiting for kidney transplants,
and sight to two blind people who needed cornea
transplants. I think to bury perfectly good organs is a
terrible waste.
TOM G,

lliss Christine MeCuisuin
and Bill Ed ilard,wk
Mr.and Mrs. Bobby T. McCuiston of Mu?ray Route Five announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
oldest daughter. Christine Elizabeth. to Bill Ed Murdock, sort
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Murdock of Murray Route One.
The bride-elect is a 1973 graduate of Calloway(-minty High
School and is presently employed at Dakota Feed and Grain.
Mr. Murdock is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently self employed in fanning.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Oct. 13, at 7:30
am.at the Murray Woman's Club House, Murray. A reception
honoring the couple will follow the ceremony.
Invitations will be sent to out of town friends and relatives.
Local friends and relatives are extended an invitation through
this announcement.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: I think Dear Abby's
column about donating one's organs should be printed in
every newspaper in the world. She has changed my mind
about any "organ bank."
I am a Catholic, and now I realize that God wants only
my /oleo!. I want to give the rest of me to anyone who needs
It.
Please send me a dozen organ donor cards, so I can give
them to others who feel as I do.
God bases all you people involved in this wonderful
cause.
MRS. JOYCE F.

Good_Pnining Is Not Simple
When pruning always use sharp tools and prune on a
slant With large branches, do not leave a stub. Ciif the
branch back to the trunk and on a slant parallel with the
trunk. The cut should heal and bark should grow over it.

Work stool may ease toil
Tired of standing on your feet in the kitchen? Get a
stool that's the right height for your work counter and sit
while you do some of the chores You may be surprised at
how much work you can do sitting down

DEAR SIR: I read about The Living Bank in Dear
Abby's column and want to donate my organs after death.
I work in an emergency room of a hospital_tod lane seen
- -many people die because no transplants were available.
Only God knows when I will die. Please send me a donor
card, Ea0 that my family and doctors will know what to do
when the time comes.
LORRAINE.B.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: I just finished reading
Dear Abby and want to leave my organs after death, 80
please send me a card.
As Abby put it: "There is nothing I could leave after my
death that would be of greater value."
I feel exactly as Abby does.
JANET H.

Tuesday is
Bargain Bite
At These Theatres
"See Capri Ad
For Special
Disney Prices"
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DEAR SIR OR MAff,AM: I am 80, and in fairly good
health. I want to leave any part of my body that can be
used. It has served me well. My eyes are good and so is my
hearing, and I can eat anything.
I had rheumatic fever twice when I was a kid, and the
doctors gave me only 10 years to live, but I fooled them
WILLIAM F.
READERS:To obtain a donor card, or free information
aboiit The Living Bank, write to P.O. Box 6725, Houston,
Texas 77005. Please enclose a long, self-addressed,
stamped (15 cents) envelope for their reply as they are a
nonprofit organization. God bless you. And He will.
ABBY
If you put off writing letters because you don't know
What to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For All Occasions." Send $I and a long, stamped 128 rental
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

Winners Nam0 In Golf For
Week; Lineups Are Listed
Beverly Spann, Jane Fitch,
Evelyn Jones was the
and Alice Purdom.
winner in the ladies day golf
9:10 am.-Betty Stewart,
held Wednesday, Aug. 1, at
Dorothy
the Murray Country Club. _ Evelyn Jones,
Fike, and Jerlene Sullivan.
Second place went to Jerlene
9:20 a.m.-Carrol Hibbard,
Sullivan.
Others named were Inns-- Phyllis Xain, Betty Jo
Orr and Margaret Shuffett, Purdom, and Margaret
first flight; Lou Doran and Shuffett.
Muehlernan, second- - Tee No. Foura.m.--Euldene
flight; Ann Haney and Mary . 9:00
ItObinson, Inus Orr, Cathryn
B. Overby, third flight;
Garrott, and Elizabeth
Janice Howe and Vickie
Slushmeyer.
Baker, fourth flight.
9:10 am.-Norma Frank,
Diane
Villanava
had
Anna M. Adams, Toni
overall putts.
Hopson,
and
Faira
Norma Frank, phone 753Alexander.
1329, will be golf hostess for
Tee No. SevenWednesday, Aug. 9, and has
9:00 am.-Edith Garrison.
released the lineups. Anyone
Betty
Scott,
not listed and desiring to
Judy
Muehlernan,
and
Beth
play will be paired at the
Belote.
tee. Anyone who cannot play
9:10 a.m,-Lou Doran,
that is listed is asked to call
Juliet Wallis, and Mary B.
Ntis. Frank.
Overby.
Tee No. OneLineups are as follows:
9:28 am.-Janice Howe,
Tee No. One9:00 am.-Rowena Cullom, Vickie Baker, and Lashlee
Foster.

Flag Tournament Held

Dr. Gordon
Vire
4

has begun practice in
Family Medicine at his office

Is

located adjacent to

the

Emergency Room. (Until the new

medical arts bldg. is completed)

Phone for an appointment Mon.-Sat: 759-4098
if no answer 753-2626.

By The Oaks Women
The women of the Oaks
Country Club held a flag
golf tournament on Wednesday, Aug. ,2, with Nell
Tackett as hostess for the
day.
Named as• first place
winner was Mrs. Tackett
with Burlene
Brewer as
second place, and Mabel
_Rogers as third.
Murrelle Walker had low
putts. Virginia Jones and
Barbara McCuiston had the
first flag down. .

By FJ.L Slasingarne, M.D.

Combining Aspirin And
Acetaminophen For Fever Reduction
Q. Mrs. V. R. writes that reported in 1974 that insnre throats and fever are fants exposed at home to
fairly common in her fami- their parents' cigarette
ly. She has heard that smoke had twice an inciFever can better be held dence of pneumonia and
down by combining aspirin bronchitis of infants not so
and Tylenol than by using exposed.
either one of these drugs
According to a summary
separately. She asks for in Science News of a report
comment.
presented at the last anA. Ills true that aspirin nual meeting of the Amerior acetaminophen t Tyleol can Federation of Clinical
is the trade name ) reduces Research, a Harvard refever, and these two medi- search team obtained the
cines are about equally smoking history of 444
effective. Separately, each.... families in Boston. Meahelps to lower fever for surements were made of
about two to four hours.
breathing ability (lung
However, a study done in flow rates ). They were
1972 pointed out that given somewhat lower in chiltogether, the fever was dren in families of smokers
lowered for a longer time - just from the passive expoup to six hours. The reason sure to tobacco smoke, if
for this extension of effec- the child had not smoked.
tiveness is not known.
If a child smoked, as well
Another advantage is as the parents, his or her
that less medicine is lung flow was significantly
required, and the time be- lower than in.smoking chiltween doses is longer. The dren of nonsmoking pardose depends on the age of ents.
the child.
In other words, exposure
Aspirin can be irritating affects even*older chilor toxic in large doses, and
less is required when given
with acetaminophen. •
You should not try this
combination of drugs on
your own but discuss it
with your physician and
follow his advice whether
and when to use .the two
medicines simultaneously
and the amounts of each.
OP
Smoking by Parents Affects Children
Q. Mrs. E. H. has heard
that the breathing of infants is impaired if they

dren, even more in those
who also smoke.
These differences may
be due to irritation, per-

haps combined with some
degree of sensitization to
the contents of tobacco
smoke.

ITS NO SECRET
that dirty chimneys cause fires. Hare you, wondered
about your own chimney?

WONDER NO MORE!
We are your chimney's best friend. Call us for a free
chimney inspedion.

759-4878

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
-Chimney Sweeping in the Fine Old Troditipo"
Cliff Heegel, owner

V.VVVV't

COUPON SAVINGS

DRESSES
$225
kiwi Guy proberr. You mut pettiest tt• coupon
whoa you brie, your &wain to leono's Owners.

Coupon Good

Thru Aug.31, 1978

are exposed to cigarette
smoke and are more likely
to have bronchial infections. She wants to know if
slich an effect from tobacco smoke is accurate.
- -A7 Itritigh researchers

=BOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS

SHIRTS

COOKING
IS FUN

3 $119
For

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
WEEKEND SUPPER.
Creamed Smoked Cod on Toast
Mushroom Cress Salad
Blueberry Pie
Beverage
MUSHROOM CRESS SALAD
Bland raw mushrooms make
good companions for tangy watercress.
Watercress
Raw mushrooms .
Olive oil
Red or white wine vinegar
Prepared Dijon mustard
Salt and pepper
Use more watercress than
mushrooms. Cut the heavy
stems from the cress and discard them. Rinse the cress in
cold water, drain and dry. Wipe
mushrooms with a damp cloth;
cut off ends from stems and
discard; slice thin through caps
and stems. In a salad bowl toss
together the cress and mushrtiOtTIS with a dressing madefrom the oil, vinegar, mustard,
salt and pepper in the proportions you prefer. Serve at once.

Months
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Coupon Good
ihru Aug. 31, 1978

cares
...and they recommend Sanitone
Famous clothiers care about how you feel
about their clothes! That's why they
recommend our Sanitone drycleaning!

=BOONE'S

SLACKS OR
TROUSERS
$139
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Laundry & Cleaners
"The Cleaners
.1..Interested In You"

1

SAVINGS

Sanitone

BOONE'S

•

Coupon Good
Ihru Aug. 31, 1978
..ssas=saBOONE'S

753-2552
Main6th & Poplar
ilth &

North t2th
603 Main
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bar, fi
drink.
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NOW LEASING!

Soon To Be Murray's
Most Plush Professional Offices
13,200 Square Feet
*Commercial Space Available
Located Downtown
Catilonneth Owen or Steve Compton
753-4682
436-2613

753-9621
753-8302

$1.00
CASH
LUC!.
4-
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COMMUNITY
CAT
CALENDAR
Monday, August 7
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at the
dub house at 11:30 a.m.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets,
Murray, at 7:30 p.m.

Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Harry Erwin.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at the lodge hall at 7:30
p.m.

Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association will
meet at the Ellis Center at two

Blood River Associational Youth Fellowship will be at
Wesleyan Circle of First
the Murray Roller Rink at
United Methodist Church
eight p.m.
Women will meet at the
home
of Mrs. Robert
Single Atiult Group of
First United Methodist Farless, 1712 Magnolia
Church will meet with Mary Drive, at 6:30 p.m.
Bell Overbey, 1324 Main, at
Lichens and Ferns is
7:30 p.m. This is open to
any single adult due to be subject of program at
single, divorced, widow, and Hematite Dam in Land
Between the, Lakes three
widower.
and five p.m.

Fern Terrace Gazette
1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky
Ph. 753-7109
Editor, La Verne Tapp

Land Between the Lakes
activities will include scene
sketching from ten a.m. to
noon at Empire Farm, and
slide show on birds at Center
Station at three p.m.

Ladies day luncheon will be
served at the Murray Country
Club with Joy Waldrop as the
luncheon chairman.

Tuesday, August 8
Lake Area Singles Club
will have a square dance
class at the American
Legion Hall in Murray at
7:30 p.m.

atuth Wilson Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the
church parking lot at 6:30
p.m. to leave on the annual
outing.

Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
church at 1:30 p.m.

Rev. Dan Tucker

Oldest Living Twins In Ky.

Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center
at 9:30 a.m.
Miss Era & Vera Miller, are to their knowledge
the oldest living identical twins in Ky. They were
born on May 8th, 1901 and were raised in
Calloway County.
Their mother died when they were young and
they helped raise a younger sister. They worked
at The Murray-Calloway County Hospital for 9
yrs. from 1960 until 1969. They attended Green
Plains Church of Christ for 43 years.
— They say they have-always lived a very simple
life and enjoyed crocheting in their spare time.
They have never been separated.
They'recently moved intiffern Terrace Lodge,
1505 Stadium View Dr., Murray. Mrs. LaVerne
Tapp, adm. said it is very hard to tell them apart
and if it weren't for the fact that one uses a
walker to walk with she would also have a
problem telling them apart They have a very
pleasant disposition and very cooperative in the
Home.

FREE SUNDAE
with any meal!

Tuesday Specio

82.59
Special Steak Meal
lnc$Ud•s FREE dassart *undo* that you
build for yourself! Also our garden-fresh salted
bar, fries or baked .potato. Stockade Toast,
drink. C'mon in during our "Month of Sundaes'', through Labor Day! At participating
locations.

SIRLOIN

STOCKADE'

Bel-Air Center

Wednesday, August 9
Homemakers
Pottertown
Club will meet at the home
of Ruby Tucker, Cadiz for a
luncheon. Call 753-1256 for
information.

Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Ellis Center- will be open
. to three p.m.
from ten a.m.
for activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For information call 753-0929
=

Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at the Health Center.

First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows:
II with Mrs. Thelma Parker
at ten a.m., and III with
Mrs. It A. Slinker at two
P.m.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include
program on aquatic life at
Center Station at two p.m.,
and archaeological adventure at ten a.m. at south
information station.
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include air hockey
tournament in game room at
one e.m.; pool extravaganza
at hotel pool at 2:30 p.m.;
buried treasure at campground bathhouse at 3:30
p.m.; awareness walk at
hotel front porch at hotel
front porch at 4:30 p.m.;
hayride at horse stables with
cost being one dollar per
person at 6:30 p.m.; slide
show on "Living With The
River" in recreational room
at 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.;
Lakeside Singers at hotel
meeting room at 8:30 p.m.

Prices Good Mon., Tues., Wed.
Central Shopping
Center
Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
14 Sunday
—4.4.34:a4M,X0Firloragek:•:•):•:•)60...06%...vre-iweeta•m•

Murray Bass Club_ .is
scheduled to meet at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.

Speaker At--Meet
Held At Church
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Women
met at the church on Tuesday,
July 25, at 1:30 p.m. with
Mildred Smith presiding.
The' Rev. Dan Tucker,
church pastor, reported
receiving a call from a
hospital patient who had been
the recipient of one of the julyfourth tray favors made by the
unit and ex pressed his apprecialtion ,for the small
favor.
The group voted to send
$25 to the Methodist Hospital
Auxiliary
in
Memphis,
Tenn.,4, which would entitle
the unit to an honorary life
membership in the auxiliary.
auxiliary.
Members were urged to
bring items to be placed in
a -calamity box" in a room
in the church which will be given to persons in need of
such items in case of fire or
other disasters.
The Rev. Tucker showed
slides which he had made
during the tour made by he
and Mrs. Tucker of The Holy
Land. He gave very interesting and informative
information of each slide and
answered questions from the
group about the-lands visited.
Those
present
were
Mildred Smith, Dorothy
Dunn, Maggie Woods, tee
Lassiter, Emma Knight, Olia
Lassiter, Esther Sigmon,
Katherine Wilson, Alice
Knight, Mary Ford, Hazel
Patterson, Bertha Young.
Margaret Tucker, the latter
a- new member, and the
Rev. Tucker, a guest.

16th
ANNUAL
INTERNATIONAL
BANANA
FESTIVAL

rf

Soft 5'-piece bath ensemble is of
100% Acrylic. Set includes lid
cover, contour rug, oblong rug and
2-piece tank set. In many bright
colors.

8-ounce (net wt) Final Net
holds hair without that
sticky look.

drafgrillgefiffht$27

Fresh and Crunchy snack treats are
cili;Iicious anytime. Choose from
many kinds.

Planters

Potato
Chips
Twin Pack
8 oz.

3 5-oz net WI) bars have
real cocoa butter Tone is
the complexion soap.

77.
Sugar Sweetened

Funny Face
23 oz. Makes8 qts.
Choose from
Grape,
Orange,
Cherry,
Lemonade Flavors

Installs easily behind gable or
roof rafters. Operates on only
pennies a day. Features prewired adjustable thermostat.

****
7"'
,v N

\Nt;MP
IW. .

, MWSONOM Y.

In Our
Men's Wear Dept.
Men's Fashion

CAL SMITH s
Thursday,Aug. 17
8:00 P.M.
Fulton High School
Reserved Seats — $4.50
Gen. Adm. $3,50

OUR LOW
SALE PRICE
LESS DU PONT'S
CASH BACK

OUR LOW
SALE PRICE
LESS DU PONT'S
CASH SACK

YOUR COST

YOUR COST
AF TER
RECEIVING
DU PONT'S
CASH BACK

40

AFTER, $797
_
RECEIVING '
DU PONT'S
CASH SACK

Sale prices In offoot July 22 to Aug. 13
DuPont's S1.00 CASH BACK
$1.00 per gallon
Wogs
a appilits to
ASH Et-ACK-on -other
purchased getween July —22LUCITE Paint, too!
and August 13. 1978.

UH REY

,o"Silk
•
_40
DANNY DAVIS
and the Nashville Brass
Friday, Aug 18
8:00P.M. .
Fulton High School
Reserved Seats — $6.00
(;en. Adm. — WOO
Saturday, Aug 19
Racking Horse Show
Kitty League Park
'313 p.rn
Adults — $2.50
Children under 12— $1.50
(Under 6 _ FREE)
-41••••1************
Frir Ticket Info:
International Banana
Festival
Box 428, Fulton, Ky. 42041

Short Sleeve
Assorted Colors
& Styles

'•

.

4••••
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Opinion Page

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

IIEARTLIN
HeartUne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. If
)ou have a questioa or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Headline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt repiy, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
en.elope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My father is 66 years
old. He draws Social Security and is on
Medicare. He is also a complete invabd. His doctor has told me that he
cook) get around in a wheelchair, but
link if it is a motorized one. Will
Medicare cover
a
motorized
wheelchair'—C.N.
Yes,this will be covered by Medicare
If your father is unable to use a regular
wheelchair: Medicare only covers a
motorized wheelchair if the patient is
unable to use an ordinary one.
Headline has developed a book
• covering the entire Medicare ,prog ram.
This is a simplified, easy-to-understand
version written in question-and-answer
form. To order. send $1.75 to Heartitne's Guide to Medicare. 114 E.
Dayton St.. West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am 55 years old. I was injured in an automobile accident
and my doctor forbids me to go to work.
I applied for Social Security disability.
but I am not sure of the steps. Can you
tell me what is involved in the appeals
process'—G.T.
•
The Social Security Administration
hes an appeals process for people who
have had their claims rejected concerning survivors, retirement . or
diability benefits. There are four steps
available and you must take these steps
OM at a time.
First, you must file a request for
reconsideration of your case. This LS a
thorough and independent review of
your case made by a member of a
different staff from the one which made
the intitial determination. The reconsideration is based on all evidence
submitted for the inital derterrnination
plus any new evidence you submit
pertinent to your case.
Second, you may request a hearing
by an administration law judge of the

First U. James G. Costello has been
awarded the Bronze Star medal while
serving in Vietnam.
Camp Energy Group Camp, the'
newest major camping facility in the
Land Between the Lakes, has been
organized and opened for use, according to officials of the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
Deaths reported include Ralph
Willoughby, age 38.
School
High
Murray
The
cheerleaders won honors at the national
cheerleading clinic held at the
University of Mississippi. The
cheerleaders are Debbie Edmonds,
Cindy Alexander, Anita McDowell,
Kathy Ann Lockhart, Jennie Barker,
and Kathy Crider.
The Murray Pony League Baseball
All-Stars will meet Princeton, Ind., at
. Princeton on Aug. 8.

Social Security Administration. You
may be present at this hearing and you
have the right to submit any new
evidence supporting your claim. You
also give verbal testimony at this
hearing.
Third, you can request a review of the
decision by the Appeals Court of the
Social Security Administration.
Finally, if your claim has still been
rejected, you may file a lawsuit in a
Vnited States District Court.
The Social Security Administration
must provide you with all necessary
forms to aid you ip your appeal. You
also have the right to legal counsel
during any of the above four steps, and
your Social Security office can provide
a list of legal service organizations—
such as local bar association. Legal Aid
Society, or a sirnihar group—that can
help you find legal representation.

COOP.,

HEARTLINE: I am a veteran of
Vietnam. I have heard that the VA will
pay for dental care. Can you tell me
anything about applying for these
benefits? —P.K.
Application for treatment of a noncompensible service—connected dental
condition must be filed within one year,
and the dental examination completed
within 14 months, of release from
service. There is no time limitation for
applying for treatment of compensible
service-connected dental conditions.
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Agree Or Not
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Courts
Collecting
FRANKFORT—Circuit court clerks state, but the state doesn't refund
money to the other governmental units
throughout
Kentucky
reported .
$9,402,996.08 for the second quarter. but once each quarter. Under the old
April, May and June, in fines and other system, the local governmental units
collections to the Department of got their city and county court fees and
fines at every session of court, and this
Finance and Administration..
Under the revised court system that gave them some cash flow for
became effective in January, all fines operation.
and other fees collected by the circuit
Ralph Ed Graves, head of the
clerks rs,ust be sent to Frankfort every
Department of Local Government, said
month iestead of a portion of it being last week some county officials have
kept at the local level under the old
been complaining about this loss of
system of county, city and magisterial money, and particularly the jailers.
courts. The state then reimburses the
Gov. Julian Carroll appointed a Task
- - hseel governmental units a share of
Force to Study the Legal System and
• these fees. The local share is based report to the 1980 General Assembly.
upon the a mount of rev enue each
The state made a study of fees and
governmental snit lost to -the new fines collected by city and county
system. Joseph.Is Moore, supervisor of courts before the new judicial system
the county Ise s- stems in the Depart- went into effect this past January 1.
ment of Finance and Administration This was an effort to reimburse the
said. These refunds are made on a local government units for the loss of
quarterly basis.
revenues under the new system.
Crirnina: and traffic fines cobected
1978 legislature and the new court
by district courts totaled $5.891,804.57 system agreed that some adjustme
nts
while forfeitures (cash bonds forfeited may have to be made after the new
on offenses where the defendant didn't system had been in effect, and this
is
sspear in court) totaled $147,093.30.
the reason for the Legal Task Force.
Other fees such as drivers licenses,
Fines and fees were increased by the
boat registrations, civil filing fees, 1978 legislature as a means of trying
to
chsi Res for servicessbond filing fees, 10 make the new court system
selfpercent bond fee, Fish and Wildlife supporting and to reimburs
e local
Geal Fund and Fish and Game governmental units the money
they lost
Fend, Public Defender, and interest and are now loaing.
incsrne are all sent to the state.
Cruninal and traffic court fines
si.ewed gains in each of the three
Murray',edger & Times
Months in the second quarter: April
$1.159,537.89: May $1,989,911.53, and
Publt,14.r
Walter I. AppPrson
Editor
June $2,042,355.15.
14 t:enr Mr' henn
The Murray ledger Ii Times is published
Several counties have been comevery afternoon except Sundays, July 4. (Itrwt
plaining to the office of local govern- -s"rrtas Day. New Will's Day and Thanksgiving by
Moray 1111111pliperi, Inc , 103 N 4th St ,
ment about the loss of fees under the
Murray,Ky den.Second(lass Pastas. Paid .11
Murray Ky flirt
new court system Jailers have been
SUBSCRIP110!: RATES In areas served by
the ones hurt in several of the smaller
arners 42 50 per month. playable in advance
fly moil in Calloway County and to gentan, liar
counties. Their salaries and operation
Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky ,and
costs are based on the fee system,
Parts. 9411111111111 and Poryear. Tn., $19.1. per
year By mail to other deddations, 1139.1111 per
depending, __upon the number of
year
prisoners they process. They aren't
Member of Associated Preis. Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
getting transgresaors from the _old city
Association
and county coed—systems.
traffic
The-Msocsatad Press mum IassimiltentsUad to.
republini local news ongineted by The Murray
cases now, the offender is given a
liedierk Times as well as all other AP news
citation to appear In court. Under the
TELEPHONE NtriffirftS
Kamm.Ma.
753-191.
old system, many of them were taken
Classified Advertising
753-1914
directly to the court or to the jail.
Retail ilXaplay r Advertising
7534919
Medallion
maths
Salaries for operation of circuit court
News and Sports flept
753-191S
clerk's offices are paid directly by the

" SORRQ Itl NOT 1-tAW M DAOGRTR
QLINNINO AROUND
A FCN MO WAS
CLONED FROM A TEST TOW WY!"
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President Carter's
Standing

20.YearsAgo
Work on the student union building at
Murray State College is progressing on
schedule, according to Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president of the college. The
building is scheduled for completion
next June.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Adelia
Parker, age 90.
Pvt. Charles Roberts, son of Mrs.
Jessie Roberts, will be in missile school
at Fort S
Sheridan, Ill., after Aug. 15. He completed his basic training at Fort Benning, Ga.
Mrs. Alma McIntosh announces the
marriage of her daughter, Sharon, to
Fred Wells, son of Mr. and Mrs. Glyco
Wells. The vows were read on May 17.
Jerry Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
L. D. Williams of Murray, will appear
in the Peabody College production of
the opera, "La Perichale" on Aug. 7
and 8._

WASHINGTON(A-P.) — "I don't think
jobs in _the state. But the Nevada
1980 campaign, but politicians can't
up to now, Carter has measured up to
chairman said Carter isn't perceived as
resist guessing how candidates might
the expectations of the American
failing to live up to campaign promises.
match up.
public."
-I honestly think the president is
Could Carter beat Ronald Reagan in
"Basically, people are disapmaking an effort to do what he said he
Louisiana? Bankston said he would but
pointed."
would do," she said.
added,"I don't think Carter could beat
"He's perceived as failing."
But a lot of issues — inflation, energy,
Kennedy in Louisiana"
In this time of political troubles for
health insurance, foremost among
Jimmy Carter, those comments are not
In Minnesota, California, Washington
them --- are mentioned in talks with
from his Republican opponents.
and New Jersey,- Kennedy also- was
party officials.
Neither are they from a sampling of
cited. But the senator insists he won't
•'I would say to the president, I want
voters who may or may not have
be a candidate in 1980.
a health insurance bill," said Bert
supported him in 1976.
If party officials have their way,
Coffey.
They are the comments of
. Kennedy will be campaigning in their
biggest
damned
problem
His
that
is
New officers of the MarshallDemocratic Party officials across the
states
this
year.
They want Cluster —
inflation," said Chaney.
Calloway
Artificial— Breeding
nation, the people who devote their
even presidents down in the polls draw
Without fail, John White the Texan
Cooperative elected at the meeting
lives to electing Democrats to offices
crowds — but they want Kennedy too.
who recently became Democratic
held at Hardin High School are Draffert
from the presidency to county, comCoffey was asked which man canchairma
national
praise
drew
n,
from
Schmidt of Calvert City, Elvis Dick of
missioner.
didates in California would prefer to
party officials as a man who has imDexter, E. B. Howton of Murray, with
And they are worried about the
campaign for them.
communi
between
cations
_proved
directors being Cohen Stubblefield, L
political standing of the Democrat who
Washington and the states.
A. Rowland, Homer Solomon, and
The chairman efriphasized that it was
swept out of relative obscurity in 1976 to
"We had reason to complain for quite
Renloe Rudd.
a hypothetical question,that no one was
return the White House to Democratic
a while,- said Chaney. "Appointments
Deaths reported include Doc
making such choices and then he
control after eight years of Republican
were being made and we were reading
Fraoklin Cole, age 79.
paused and said, "Kennedy would be
rule.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dailey have sold
asked for more often." Then he
There are the public opinion polls, about therp in the newspaper ... There's
their funeral home to Cyrus Miller. The
been a turnaround due to John White."
hesitated again and added,"I don't say
those nagging expressions of disconfuneral home at Hazel will now be
There are two more years until the
that jumping up and down."
tent. There are the stalemates in
known as the Miller Funeral Home.
Congress on energy andtaxes. And the
Dr: Carlyle MaTney, pastor of
angry outbursts from Ted Kennedy and
By JOHN CUNN1FF
Paducah
Baptist Church, will speak at
Thomas "Tip" O'Neill.
AP Business Analyst
the Elm Grove Baptist Church on
A week ago. Kennedy, the
Sunday.
Massachusetts senator who has made
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
such a point of demonstrating loyalty to
"Dream Girl" starring Betty Hutton
Carter, broke with the president on
and MacDonald Carey.
national health insurance Kennedy
wants She administration to push for
congressional action. Carter insists on
a slower approach.'
NEW YORK AP) — Either people
Economy Corners in 700 of the stores
House Speaker O'Neill also has
change or marketing strategy does, or offer
played the role of Carter loyalist and
unbranded items for 30 percent
maybe both, because trading stamps less than
By The Associated Press
played it we ""He's a southerner and
national brands. The quality is
are coming back, books of them, lower, but
Today
is Monday, Aug. 7, the 219th
going
he
the nutritional value, when
to get a lot more criticism than
billions of them, wallpaper-size rolls of foods are
day of 1978. There are 146 days left in
if he were a Bostonian," he said. "I
involiied, is claimed to be the
them.
the year.
equal.
think he's suffering under the heavy
Today's highlight in history:
Consumers are in the mood to get a
hand of the press."
Under an Action Price progam,
On
this date in 1945, the Soviet Union
little
Claire Rumpel, a leader in Minsomething extra for their money,"
certain goods are offered to customers
declared war on Japan, seven days
said Daniel Doherty, a spokesman for
nesota's Democratic Farm Labor
at a discount when the company itself is
before the Japanese surrender in World
A&P, which has just announced it will
Party, said that when she calls rural
able to obtain discounts or allowances
War H.
be offering stamps in 447 of its 1,800 from
areas to assess voter sentiment. she
its manufacturers and suppliers.
On this date:
stores.
often is told, "Everybody is mad at
Stamps are an integral part of this
In 1789, the U.S. War and Navy
Now flash back a few years. Wasn't it
Carter out here."
rehabilitation program, as you will see,
departments were establlshed.
A&P that led the retreat from stamps,
The farmers in her state are angry,
the purpose of them being to raise the
In 1912, a Progressive Party Conclaiming
the
public,
harried by in- amount of sales
but she finds no comparable discontent
per transaction from
vention in Chicago nominated Theodore
flation,
was
sick
of
gimmick
ry
and
in urban areas.
the $9.75 figure that prevailed early this
Roosevelt for president.
Instead wanted just good honest
-year.
In 1941, Soviet planes carried out
bargains? Yes, it was.
In Nevada, Didi Carson said Carter's
their
first bombing raids against Berlin
In 165 Chicago and Milwaukee area
popularity is down because he adBut so few stores now offer stamps —
in World War II.
stores
S&H
Green Stamps will be ofsales to retail outlets have fallen from
vocates a halt in nuclear testing, a
In 1942, U.S. Marines landed on
$900 million in 1969 to under $400 million fered. the stamps later to be redeemed
move she estimates would cost 5,000
Guadalcanal in the Pacific.
for
goods
listed in a catalogue. In 282
sthis year -- that once again it might be
In 1957, a federal grand jury in New
Northeastern stores, another plan is
profitabl
e
to
encourag
e
stamp
York indicted Col. Rudolf Abel as a
saving. being tested.
' WRITE TO POLITICIANS
Stamps, you see, convey benefits on
Soviet spy.
As a service to our readers, The
both
retailer and customer by raising a
In 1960, the Ivory Coast became inMurray
In the latter instance, Gold Bond
Ledger
&
Times
store's sales, but only so long as the
dependent of France.
periodically publishes the addresses
Trading Stamps, part of the Mincompetition doesn't offer them. When
Ten years ago: Former Vice
of the state and federal elected
neapolis-based empire of Curtis
every store gets into the act nobody
President Richard Nixon was
representatives serving our area.
Carlson, can be redeemed for fairly
benefits.
nominated for president on the first
large discounts on a select group of
FEDERAL LEVEL
Stamps, that is to say, can spur one
ballot at the Republican National
Any senator or representative
items.
food store's sales only at the expense of
Convention in Miami Beach.
may be reached through the
another. When the other fellotv employs
Five years ago: President Richard
'congressional switchboard, 202-224ABOUT THIS PAGE
strong stamp program he gets his
a
Nixon's lawyers told a federal judge in
3121.
Editorials, columns and other
business back. The result: a costly
Washington that the doctrine of
Here are the mailing addresses:
opinionat
stalemate
ed articles on this page are
.
separation of powers would be violated
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
presented for the purpose of
If White House tapes had to be turned
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
Bit in the return to stamps of the
providin
g a forum for the 'free over 10
- - The Witirgile -special-D.11 20510
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company
exchange of differing opinions.
prosecutor.
Sen. Wendell H. rord
there is more than a store involved. At
We at The Murray Ledger &
One year ago: Air traffic controllers
4107 Dirksen Building
• stake is the future of the entire chain, a
Times strongly believe that to limit
went on strike in Canada, paralyzing
Washington, D. C. 20510
giant splattered by red ink.
opinionated articles to only those
tht nation's regular airline service.
Murray Field Office,753-1852
Not long ago and for decades before,
which parrallel the editorial
Today's birthdays: Outfielder Steve
Rep. Carroll Hubbard,.Jr.
A&P was the nation's largest food
philosophy of this newipaper Would
Kemp of the Detroit Ti r
204 Canpon House Office Bldg.
Ti years
retailer. It lost that crown to Safeway
be a disservice to our readers.
old. Writer and pub
Washington, D. C. 20515
Maia
Stores. Now it is fighting to keep from
Therefore, we encourage readers
Wojciechowska ts4Iless
STATE LEVEL
falling into third place, behind Kroger
who do riot agree with an editorial
Thought for today: An
State legislators may be reached
estment in
It isn't just waiting for that to take
stand or the ideas presented by an
knowledge pays the best interest —
in Frankfort when the General
place. Since 1975 it has been
individual writer in a column or
lienjam in Franklin, 1706-1790.
A.Seembly is in session by dialing Irehabilitating itself, closing in that time
other article, to respond with their
5642500 or by writing to them in care
no less than 1,800 stores, replacing
feelings on the particular issues
of the State Capitol Building,
therm' with much fewer but very much
being discussed with a letter to the
—*Planet,'
4060t. - Home
larger units.
editor.
addresses of state legislators
And above all these things put on
By the same token, if an Issue has
The program's goal is to increase the
servina Callowas County ire:
charity,
which is the bond of per-_,
not
beendiecuaaas
kon-thise
page
*odretry!
on
Wig; which for most rood
RIchi-rd-Welsenberger —
a reader feels that the issue merits; —feetness. — Colossians 3:14.
retailers
these
days
is
less
than
one
Route 7
Charity in its broadest sense means
the attention of the general public,
cent Or dollar, a rate probably betMayfield, Ky. 42066
brotherly
we
love. The most perfect
welcome
a
letter to the editor or
tered by the delivery boy's return from
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
manifestation of our Christian faith is ,
an
authored
article
on
whatever
that
tips. ,
201 S. 3rd Street
found in the act,, of brotherly love topic might be.
Included in the program are new
Murray,Ky. 424771
that we are all able to perform each
techniquee for moving goods.
. day.
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'Poor Man's Pike Peak'
Now Almost Unused
WASHINGTON (AP) -Once it was the poor man's
Pike's Peak, but no more.
For 84 years, the highest,
many
climb
steepest
Americans made was the
tortuous, 898-step hike to the
500-foot observation platform
of the Washington National
Monument. •
Millions accepted the
challenge. For many high
school students, it was the
highlight of a visit to the
capital. Three out of 10 took
the stairs in 1963.
But the number of climbers has slowed to less than
a trickle after a National
Park Service clampdown
becat& of robberies, heart
attacks, vandalism and
fighting on the narrow steps
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Your Individual
Horoscope

and landings leading up the
monument.
With 5,000 to 6,000 visitors
on peak days, the crush of
up and down traffic is more
than personnel can manage,
said George Berklacy, a
National Parks spokesman.
Now it takes special
permission and an unusually
good reason to go by foot
instead of elevator.
the
"If
chap: who
conquered Mt. Everest said,
'Look, I'd like to climb those
steps because they're there,'
we'd obviously honor that
request," he said.
Lesser figures who got
okays were the son of a
donor —of- erne of 190
memorial stones that line
the stairs and a group of
Howard
students from
University in the capital.
International groups get
consideration too, particularly those from counwhich
donated
tries
memorial stones — including
China,
Japan,
Brazil,
Greece, Thailand, Turkey

and half a dozen others.
But the average tourist
has to came up with a very
solid reason for making the
historic climb.
You can walk down, with
ranger supervision, after
taking the elevator up. But
that's somewhat like riding
a bike in the Boston
Marathon or crossing the
English Channel in a
motorboat.
In a way, the climbing
ban marked the end of an
era in which young people
were in better physical
shape, a Park Service
employee says.
"Kids are softer now,
they're brought up on TV,"
said Terry Barbot, adding
that she had to rescue two
students who couldn't make
it down the stairs — let
alone up.
That was a far cry from
the feat of Gustav A.
Hergert who made the 500foot climb almost daily from
1958 through 1963 when he
was 72.
In 1958, Herbert J. Blitz,
29, climbed to the top in leg
braces and crutches. Victim
of a broken back, Blitz
to
prove
to
wanted
prospective employers he
could manage stairs.
And, records show Floyd
T. Voris reclimbed the stairs
in 1962 after having made
his first trip in 1902.
Even walking down is
more restricted, now. /0
more stunts.
On Dec. 28, 1949, acrobat
Glen-Marlin Sundry walked
down the 898 steps on his
palms in an hour and 25

E&%̀

7)e

Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY,AUGUST S,
1971
What kind of 'day will
tomorrovebe? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

Fresh Thunderstorms Drop Even More
Rain Into Overflowing Texas Rivers

but be careful not to run out of
bounds. On the other hand,
delaying tactics could also be
unwise. Judge carefully.

warnings also were issued
for several counties when a
line of thundershowers
poured down on the Davis
Mountains to the Lower
Coricho Valley south of San
storms
New
Angelo.
barreled along the coast
with heavy thunderstorms
reported around Pearland
near Houston.
Searchers in Bander&
County recovered the bodies
of four more people Sunday.
Twenty of the 25 victims
were found in the Hill
Country, while the rest were
recovered near Albany in
west Texas.
People along the Brazos
from Possum Kingdom Darn
to Granbury were urged to
move to higher ground early
today as a record flood crest
headed down river from
Possum Kingdom Reservoir.
In south Texas and the
central Texas Hill Country,
thunderstorms
heavy
creative leanings.
dumped more than two
inches of rain an hour on
YOU BORN TODAY are one
already-soaked ground,
of the most dynamic inrenewing flood threats for
dividuals in the entire zodiacal
spectrum. A born leader,
the devastated area.
people follow you almost
As rains continued to fall
blindly, so it is important that
today, a Department of
you be extremely careful
Public Safety spokesman
WHERE you lead. Good
two
that
announced
WASHINGTON (AP
nature and magnanimity are
also two of your outstanding
The coal strike, winter emergency assistance
traits, and you are extremely
storms and a drop in farm centers would''Open at the
generous with family and
eroded personal
income
friends. However, you are
many Americans
of
income
inclined to "exact your price"
MISS YOUR PAPER?
the first quarter of'1978, the
from your beneficiaries —
wb. hove not
Swbactibers
government says.
insisting, regally, that they
received *sir besso-doilvered
The Commerce Departbend to your will, even kowtow
copy of Tlie Mervey ledger &
to you to a cert,ain extent. Try
ment said Sunday that
to curb this trait since it is the
Times by 5:31I p.a. Iliesisepersonal income in Kansas,
one flaw which detracts from
May sr by 348 pa.is SneerSouth
Michigan,.
Kentucky,
your otherwise magnetic
days it. urged to al 7S3-1916
----personality. Fields in which— Dakota, North Dakota and
between 5:30 p.m. end 6 p.m.,
Nebraska was well below
you could be eminently sucbusiness
blesefay-Fridiry, or 3:30 p.m.
the national average, partly
cesSful:
management, the theater,
because of winter storms
end 4 p.m. Saturdays, to ewe
teaching, the law, art
and lower farm income.
dakvery of tbe newspaper. Calls
patronage or chemistry.
Mining payrolls in the
most be pieced by 6 p.m.
Esther
of:
Birthdate
declined
states
belowaverage
weekdays or 4 p.m. Soterdays
and
swimmer
Williams, noted
24 percent, reflecting the
to goorantee delivery.
film star; Connie Stevens,
coal strike last winter, the
singer; Andy Warhol, pop
artist.
department said.

By The-Associated Press
Fresh
thunderstorms
dumped more heavy rains
into Texas' already overSAGITTARIUS
(Nov 23 to Dec. 21) )9114
° flowing rivers today. More
You should do especially
people were evacuated, flash
well in projects which require
flood warnings went up and
ARIES
careful organization, dever
the death toll climbed to 25
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)er
management. Don't let opwith the discovery of four
Some earnings and credits
position dissuade you.
more bodies.
may be less than expected, but
CAPRICORN
the gineral outlook . is exFloodwaters crested early
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
cellent for benefits through
today in the Young County
If careful to guard against
sustained efforts over a period
impulsive acts and words, the
town of Graham, where
of time.
day should be generally
authorities said at least 150
TAURUS
smooth. A fine period for
homes and 20 businesses
Ai( Apr. 21 to May 21) ,
plans.
travel
making
were damaged when the
Stretch a point where it will
AQUARIUS
Brazes River overran its
pay off later. A vote of con(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19).
sometimes
is
fidence
Yojw active mind needs banks. No one was reported
secure
to
necessary
expression now. Direct it with
missing as floodwaters
cooperation. Maintain a
forethought, discernment. receded today.
steady hand and a discerning
needs
future
Give thought to
Flash flood•warnings were
eye.
as well as current projects.
issued for Young County as
GEMINI
Changes may be required.
floodwaters rose at the rate
I May 22 to June 21)
PISCES
Meet competition — but in a
of six inches an hour.
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
subtle manner. Advancement
You can choose activities Several roads were closed
notable in written matters,
from several areas now, but there as the Upper Brazos
advertising, promotion,
within ....reasonable continued its
stay
rapid rise.
educational pursuits.
boundaries. Stellar influences
In west Texas, flash flood
your
stimulate
especially
CANCER

n

181(c)

(June 22 to July 23)
Mixed planetary influences
give a total picture of alternating apathy, readiness,
indecision, enthusiasm Firm
up!
LEO
(July -24 to Aug.
You may experience a sense
of frustration, along with
boredom and fretfulness.
Your keen mind and innate
good sense should help you
counteract, however.

minutes. That was topped on
May 14, 1950, by a Norfolk,
Va. gymnastics instructor,
Marvin Byrum, who was
clocked in 41 minutes and 30
secgrids.

VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Especially favored under
day's somewhat unusual but,
on the whole, friendly aspects:
secretarial and clerical work;
mathematics, artistry and
science.
LIBRA —
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Be cautious in dealing with
associates. Some may urge
you to make certain commitments against your better
judgment. Don't let yourself
be pressured.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
Generally, a day for action,

^17%.

Albany youth center and the
Corral Building in Haskell.
In the Gulf of Mexico, a
tropical depression reached
tropical storm proportions
and was christened "Bess,"
the second such storm in the
Atlantic hurricane season.
It headed slowly toward
the southwest and Tampico,
Sunday.
late
Mexico,

WeAther forecasters said it
was unlikely the storm
would threaten the Texas
coast.
In the Big Bend area of
west Texas, water lapped
the International Bridge at
Presidio between Texas and

Mexico on Sunday, forcing
authorities to close it to
traffic.

Hew,stranger
Searching for answers to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city? As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here.

Almo Church
of Christ
August 6 thru 11
Speaker:

1.13. Willis
Cherokee, Alabama

Services
7:30 p.m.
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SALE!Summer Travelers' Aids!
SAFETY ON THE ROAD OR ON THE WATER BEGINS WITH REALISTICCB SAVINGS FROM THE SHACK'

he 219th

—SAVE 30VAND—MAYBE A WHOLE LOT MORE! LOW-PRICED CB BASE STATION

rs left in

Navaho TRC-440 by Realistic

•
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The U.S. Department of Transportation endorses CB for traffic
safety. This summer take a mobile CB with you to call for help,
check -road conditions or report an emergency Compact (1"'12X
516/32X91/4") with switchable ANL, phase lock loop. LED modulation indicator, more 21-1350

reduce interference. Up-front speaker, mike,
lacks. 21-1540

TELEPHONE MOBILE CR-SAVE 50%
TAC-456 by Realistic

95SAVE $100
•
With the Coast Guard monitoring Ch 9*, you'll be
safer with this rig in your car or boat Phone-type
hand -set plus noise blanker, ANL, mounting hardware. 21-1523
*Check wun Your Local Coast Guard Slat Poo

SALE! PORTABLE AND AUTOSOUND TAPE BARGAINS FROM RADIO SHACK TO MAKE THE GOING GREAT!
PORTABLE CASSETTE RECORDER
CTR-42 by Realistic

ntrollers
iralyzing
rvice.
er Steve
.24.-years
Maia

STEREO MINI 8-TRACK AUTO PLAYER DISCOUNTED 50%
by Realistic

95Reg.
9
2
3995

by Realistic

Reg.
259 Ea

Fun for outdoor ac-

tivities! Front;load .:
with-autenitop: builtin condenser mike,
earphone 14-842

Reg.
5995

80-Minute

SAVE $10

tment in
erest —

Record the music of summer on 8-track tapes

from Radio Shack Oxide coating for less
"hiss:' more music Stock up now and save!
44 840 44 841

SAVE $30
Small in size—big in sound! Only
1 8X45/8X63
1/
4" to fit most spaces
/
Lighted dial, pushbutton program
change With cables, hardware and

as
seen on
natiorift

TV

instructions 12-1802

F?ADIO- SHACT'l S REAIATIC ATIDIO ENEWAS 5TABLJ$flED1Ni954,JML96O.

I put on
of acre means
perfect
faith is
rly- love
rrn each

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

A lot of CB for a little money! Its ruggedly built
in our own factory! Multiple IF filters and ANL

N A DIVISION OF

TANDY CORPORATION

Olympic Plaza 12th Street, Murray

Mon.-Fri. 10-7,Sat. 10Closed Sundays

Peak 1.00110,
sign in you,
no.qhborhoon I

MEALIER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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Murray Bandttos Finish Ninth
In Midwest Softball Tourney
By KEVIN PENICK
Thompson and Assoc ales,
Sports Writer
shut obi the Deerftekl Gold
Murray Banditos finished team from Chicago, nt., to
ninth just ahead of the capture first place. Hutch's
Lucky Strikes from Benton Harem from Dover, Ky.,
in the Mid—West Regional finished third while
a
Girls Softball Tournament Winnetka, Ill., team placed
held here over the weekend. fourth.
An Indianapolis tram,
The Hustlers from Cin-

cinnati came in fifth
followed
by Sweeney's
Chevrolet also of that city.
Finishing seventh were the
Lakers from Louisville
followed by the Indiana state
winners.
The Banditos dropped
their first game 3-4 in the

T000 TAGS felt TWO Him Todd of Oho lloodllos losses
the boll to first to complete a double
pity es Ws boss(pad* hilliloo), and E
rug oho of the destatos leek on.
Mane ivy Kevin Maid)

eighth inning to Sweeney's
Chevrolet. Banditos . scored
two runs in the top of the
first and neither scored in
the second inning. Sweeney's
scored three in the third to
gain the lead.
Renee Overby tied the
score for the home learn
when she tripled and came
in home on an error._ Her
efforts
were in vain,
however, as Sweeney's
scored one in the bottom if
the eighth inning on three
hits and one error to win the
game.
The Hustlers romped the
Banditos 5-2 in the second
game with the Banditos
scoring only one run in the
fourth inning and one in the
seventh.
Twelve
teams
from
Kentucky, Illinois, Michigan
and Cincinnati participated
in the tournament which was
only one of eleven to be held
in Murray this season.
Jerry (Red) Overby, one
of the sponsors of the
tournament, estimated that
softball alone has brought
$150,000 into Murray in the
past year. He also stated
that all of the funds for
softball come from local
businesses who sponsor the
different teams.

In Sudden Death

Wife's Tears Greet Pate's Missed Putt

As AP Sports Ana**,
By WILL GRIMSLMr. •
AP Special Corresponding
OAKMONT, Pa. (AP) —
Jerry Pate stood over a
four-loot putt on the final
hole that could win him
$50,000 and the prestigious
PGA Golf Championship.
Thousands crammed the
temporary stands and lined
the 18th fairway of the old
Oakmont course while the
magic eye of television
recorded the drama for
added millions scattered all
over the land.
• The camera zoomed in on
a pretty blonde yoang
women sitting just inside the
ropes. Her eyes were closed.
Her hands were folded in
supplication of prayer.
Pate stroked the ball
sharply. The ball sped
toward the gash in the
around. hit the cup and
Ibristed out.
7, The blonde girl covered
Ilter face with both hands
ind burst into tears. Soozie
Pate couldn't hide her bitter
disappointment.
A bogey for her husband.
• Shortly
afterward, a
Cherubfaced young man

named John --Mnhaffey beat
both Pate and Tom Watson
on the second extra hole of
a sudden death playoff to
become the surprise winner
of America's premier allpro
golf event.
Elsewhere. lost in the
massive crowd and hidden
from TV's probing curiosity,
another lady — dark-haired
Linda Watson — choked
back a few tears herself and
then rushed to comfort her
man.
Tom Watson had been
virtually
conceded
the
championship after scoring a
gaudy 10-under-par 203 and
taking a fivestroke lead into
Sunday's showdown round.
He was still solidly on top
after a magnificant eagle on
the ninth hole. leaving him
four shots in front with only
nine to play.
•
Then suddenly there was
Watson struggling to stay
afloat and soon a lowly alsoran
as the
hard-luck
Mahaffey, who had seen two
US. Open titles escape hun.
stroked the clinching putt.
They will say Watson
"blew it"
It's a natural if an unfair

We offer you
something no other
builder can

CESA Contractors
Experience.

pionship for years to tome.
scored...good enough to
win," a superbly controlled
Watson acknowledged later
"John and Jerry' just played
better."
Mahaffey shot a final
round 66, Pate a 68 and
Watson 73.
Nicklaus didn't make the
cut, so why should Watson
fret?
"In most tournaments like
this, I would win," Watson
said. "I don't know how,"
said Pate.
She's a fickle beast — this
game of golf. And who can
ever solve her mystery? -

(Phut. by Ravi hoick)

By KEVIN PENICK
Sports Writer
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St. Claire Shores, Mich.,
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a shot
in the arm.

Phone 15042244as
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All Sizes'
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Children can still get such serious.preventable childhood diseases as polio, measles, whooping cough,
lockjaw and mumps. Yet, many children have not
been getting the shots they need to be protected
from them.
What about your children? Have they had all their
shots? If not, or if you're not sure, check with your
doctor. Letting your kids go unprotected is an
unnecessary risk of their health.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Delta Dental
of Kentucky, we're concerned about rising health
care costs. That's why we're working with consumers,
doctors and hospitals to find ways to hold these
costs down.
You can help by taking care of yourself. Staying
healthy is the best kind of health care — and the
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About 600 boys participated in the different
leagues in Murray this
summer.
All
of
the
program's $8,000 budget
came from local sponsors,
81,500 of which was spent to
finance this tournament, a
spokesman said.

at Kentucky

We Urge You Te Compere
Any Kind - Anywhere • Anytime

Route 2 • Box ,525
taken Cits. Kentucky 42029

stormed over the Tippecanoes frbm Indiana in
the final game of the
Regional
Colt
League
Tournament, held here over
the weekend.

proceed to the national semifinals in Dekalh.
After losing to Paducah
Friday. night, Murray lost to
the Tippecanoes Saturday
afternoon 13-5. Murray
scored three to start the
game off when Indian
walked two Murray men
who
scored on a single by
"Good thing we've got Jhruny
Bynum who in turn
the Shield!"
scored on a single by Ricky
Smith.
The only other score for
Murray
came when Tony
town Rosa
Herndon knocked a homerun
21111, Maio 73344“
" in the fifth inning.

Major League Standings

30

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — An
18-year-old hot dog stand
vendor was killed Sunday
night after being hit by race
cars as he attempted to
cross the back straightaway
of the Toledo Speedway
track.
The victim was Timothy
P. Downs of Utica, Mich. He
was pronounced dead at the
scene by Lucas County
coroner's investigator Tim.
Fish.
Police said DOWT1S was
attempting to cross ,the
track to reach his car and
obtain more supplies for his
concession stand when he
was hit. They said he was
decapitated and his body
was knocked 171 feet from
the point of-impact.- — At least three cars collided
and skidded into the infield
while trying to avoid the
body, but there were no
injuries reported to the
drivers. The rest of the
racing card was called off
after Downs was pronounced
dead. •
Police said the victim
ignored repeated warnings
from track officials and
others near the pit area as
he attempted to cross the

Michigan Team Captures Colt
League Finals; Murray Loses 13-5

13lue Cross

g

I.

from Indiana grimaces as Murray catcher Ed
Regearth tags him while the umpire tries to see through the
dust at home plate.

Elfufs Shield

CUSTOM BUILT

By The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH (AP) —
Dale Berra, hitless in seven
games with the Pirates, says
he doesn't plan to change
his batting style.
"The longer you go
without a hit, the easier it is
to take," he said Sunday
after failing to reach base
for the 23rd time since being
called up from the Columbus
Clippers.
Berra was asked if he felt
mounting
pressure
to
produce a hit.
-It* like Willie Stargell
said he other day," he said,
"if a guy gets 3,000 hits,
he's got to get up to bat
about 10,000 times to do it."
Berra, son of New York
Yankees coach Yogi Berra,
batted .280 in 99 games in
the International League.
He appeared in 17 games
with the Pirates last year
after being called up when
second baseman Rennie
Stennett broke his ankle and
batted .175 in 40 at bats.

IN THE DIRT — Too Smith of the
Tippecasiotts

TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES

Experience that means you get your building
•
% when you need it. the way you need it, for
the money
you budgeted to spend.
It's a tough assignment. But it's one that we've
handled before. for scores of Antisfied customers.
We've built a lot of buildings in our time.
Commercial. industrial, institutional...large.
small
a
. and in-between. And over the years. weve
earned a
reputation as professionals oiho produce the
kind of'
7 quality buildings that others can
only talkabout.
So when'yoe start to plan your nest building.
7.: call Us. We're ready to put our special experience
...to work on your special p=ct..,,,_
_
IT

4

rt

-That's not our car That
one's got a mashed fender
The Indian team who shut
reaction, just as it was an' trophies and major
...000
00h,that is our_ ,_.11% out Michigan 7-0, will
cham-

unjustified taint when they
called the copper-haired
young
Missourian
"a
choker" in 1975 and 1776.
That was before he looked
Jack Nicklaus in the eye
and
beat the world's
greatest golfer in dramatic
birdie duels in both the
Masters and the British
Open last year.
Let no one ever call Tom
Watson a "choker." Winner
of two British Opens, the
Masters and nine tour
events, the "Player of the
Year" in 1977, he is a
shotmaker of tnuriendous
talent, poise and promise.
He will- be gathering in

Sports Shorts

Write us for information on quality health care
prepeymensislens-,-Blue-Crossand glue Shield and..
Delta Dental of Kentucky, 9901 Linn Station Road,
Louisville, KY 40223.
'We want you to stay healthy.
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Shorts

Mahaffey Talks Of 'New Life'
After PGA Sudden Death Win

iated Press
H (AP) -tless in seven
Pirates, says
to change
C.
er you go
the easier it is
said Sunday
reach base
e since being
the Columbus

By GARY MIHOCES
Associated Press Writer
OAKMONT, Pa. (AP) John Mahaffey, who's known
personal and playing woes
on the pro golf tour, talked
of new life after his suddendeath triumph in the PGA
Championship.
"It's been a long road
back with lots of disappointments, but this makes
up for every bit of it," he
said after his 12-foot birdie
putt on the second extra
hole Sunday gave him
victory over Jerry Pate and
Tom Watson.
"I really think I deserve
it. I've worked hard," added
the 30-year-old. Texan, who
early Sunday was 7 strokes
behind the front-running,
seemingly secure Watson.
The victory, just the
second of Mahaffey's eightyear pro career, brought
him $50,000, a 10-year
exemption from qualifying
for PGA tour events, and
hugs and kisses from his
new wife, Susie.
But don't get the impression pro golf has been
all green grass and glory for
Mahaffey, who leaped into
the air with elation while his
winning putt was still inches
from the hole.
In 1975, he lost the U.S.
Open in a playoff with Lou
Graham. A year later, he
had a cozy lead in the same

ed if he felt
ressure
to
illie Stargell
day," he said,
ts 3,000 hits,
et up to bat
es to do it."
of New York
Yogi Berra,
99 games in
I League.
in 17 games
tes last year
lied up when
man Rennie
his ankle and
at bats.
o (AP)- An
t dog stand
• ed Sunday
g hit by race
attempted to
straightaway
o Speedway
was Timothy
ttea, Mich. He
dead at the
ucas County
stigator Tim
Downs was
o cross ,the
his car and
upplies for his
nd when he
said he was
nd his body'
171 feet from

championship before Pate,
then a rookie sensation,
overtook him with a birdie
on the last hole.
Then came a divorce from
his first 'Wife, a drinking
problem, an elbow injury
sustained during a swing, a
broken hand sustained in a
fall from a ladder and the
collapse of a career that had
earned him over $300,000 in
three years.
"I really don't want to
talk about the past. There
were a , lot of personal
problems. There were injuries. And all of it
culminated in one thing my game deteriorated," he
said,
"But now I'm healthy.
And I've got a more than
healthy marriage," he said
as his second wife sat
nearby with an armful of
yellow roses.
"I've got a wife that
works me. She won't let me
home from practice until it
gets dark, and I really think
it's paid off."
Mahaffey spent long hoUrs
early last week .on the
practice tee. But the
pretournament talk was of
Jack Nicklaus, four-time
PGA champion.
As it turned out, Nicklaus
didn't make the cut after
two rounds, and Watson took
command, shooting 67-69-67
to drop 10-under par and

One HOUR
-DRY -cLeaneRs
'entral

1

Shopping Center

Open am toGp 111
w

Das A Week
Phone 33-so54

J

G000 TUIS , 510., TMUR
AUG 8-9 10

MIX OP MATCH

Men's
Ladies

the victim
ted warnings
officials and
e pit area as
to cross the

t Xij

Sweaters
Skirts
OT

Sportcoats

LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION
ON HANGERS
OR FOLDED

•

A\f

D

72"

SHIRTS.

Tiant, Hunter Bring
Back 'Old' Memories

45c
1.9

E A.

14,Captain D's,

FISH
DINNER

SPECIAL
sr9

August 1-13

GOODYEAR'S GOT
THE VALUES!
Choose The One
ThaA Right For You.'

Dodgers, Giants
Renew Their
Old Rivalry

I New Traction At A Fraction Of Nov Tire Prices!

14

Road-Gripping Tread,Plus The Smooth
Ride Of Polyester Cord!
'$1'

75

Double Glass-Belted To Fight Squirm And
Resist Bruises!

Gas-Saving Radial Construction,Plus
Superb Handling!

$588

You get:
•4 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries
•creamy cole slaw
•2 hushpuppies
••
Value
al participating Copta,0

Murray & Paducah

GOSPEL MEETING

John Dale, Speaker

Frs.

cars collided
to the infield
to avoid the
ere were no
rted to the
rest of the
as called off
as pronounced

take a 5-stroke lead into
Sunday's final holes.
Watson led by 7 strokes
after he birdied the fourth
hole Sunday _to drop 11under-par overall.
But after an eagle on the
ninth hole, he three-putted
the 10th to begin a slide that
left him at 8-under 276 after
72 holes. His final round 73
left him in a deadlock with
the Pate, who shot a 68, and
Mahaffey, who had a 66.
Pate, who began the day
at 5-under, missed a 4-foot
putt on the 18th hole that
would have won it.
Mahaffey, who had a 75 in
the first round Thursday,
CHAMPIONSHIP FLIGHT — (I to r) Wanda Brown, Murrelle Walker, Mary Alice Smith, Maybe)
took the lead at 9-under-par
Rogers and Caroline Caldwell (not pictured) all compete today in the Championship Flight at the
FLIGHT WINNERS - Winners of the first three flights in the
with a birdie on the 14th
Oaks Ladies' Golf Tournament.
Ladies' Golf Tournament at Oaks Country Club yesterday
hole Sunday. But he bogeyed
were: (Ito r) third flight, Hazel Ray; tecond flight, Ada Sue
.)
(Pssshy Kiwis Poi*
the-16th to drop back into a
Caldwell.
Roberts;
and
Essie
first
flight,
tie and remind himself of
(Photo by Karig Paola) •
his previous U.S. Open
collapses.
The first three-way playoff
in the 60-year history of the
PGA Championship followed.
All three players parred
the first hole. Then came
Mahaffey's winning birdie on
Farmington Church of Christ
the second.
The $50,000 top prize
By TOM CANA VAN
New York's Ron Guidry, 174
raised his tour earnings for
AP Sports Writer
to 173.
the year to $91,764, nearly 10
Tigers 8, White Sox 0
times the $9,847 he rmade Luis Tiant and Catfish
Steve
Kemp hit a threeas
qualify
last year. Watson and Pate Hunter may not
7:30 Nightly
run homer and Rusty Staub
but
-their
pitching
oldtimers
got $25,000 each.
had
a
two-rim
--Sunday
Morning
10 a.m.&11 a.m..
shot,
backing
Sunday
Tied for fourth at 280 were performances
the sbchit pitching of Jim
old
brought
back
a
lot
of
Tom Weiskopf and Gil
Slaton as Detroit blanked
Morgan, who had a hole-in- memories.
Chicago, the Tigers' eighth
eight
hits
Tiant
scattered
one Sunday. Lee Trevino,
win in the last nine games.
Andy Bean and Australian as the Boston Red Sox beat
Staub hit his 18th homer in
Brewers
4-0
the
Milwaukee
Graham Marsh were next at
the
'third intsing, while
7th Or PoP14r Church of Christ
and Hunter hurled a five284.
Kemp, who drove in four
Murray,Ky.
New
York
hitter
to
pace
the
Morgan, a .nonlia- ractieine
3-0 triumph runs, _ crashed_ . threrua
optometrist from OklahOina, Yankees --DS
shot in the fifth.
made his hole-in-one on the over the Baltimore Orioles.
par 3, 255-yard No. 8 hole - "In 1968, I blew smoke by
everybody. I threw twice as
and he made it on the fly.
That's right - on the fly. hard as anybody and I was
His one iron shot went the best starting pitcher in
directly from the tee to the the big leagues," said Tiant,
cup. The ball took a piece of 8-4, after recording his first
turf from the lip of the cup victory since June 24.
as it pushed past the flag
-Now I think pitching
stick.
more, and I've been pitching
"The people on the tee just as good as in '68," he
and myself weren't certain added, referring to the
what I had holed it for a season he won 21 games.
while," said Morgan, who
Hunter, who didn't retire a
shot 66 and 67 in his last two batter and gave up six firstrounds.
against
inning ,
runs
"The reaction at the hole Cleveland 11 days ago,
was delayed too. I think pitched his first shutout and
'everybody - was wondering, complete game of- aeason
'Where did it go?'"
as the Yankees took two of
three games from the
Orioles this weekend.
Hunter struck out six and
walked one in extending his
Goodyear Retreads
scoreless streak to 17 con• Conventional rib-style treads applied on inspected casings
secutive innings. The 326.95-14
A7513
- 7.75-14
5
yearold veteran blanked
VI
C78-14
8.25-14
ilC;:51
478-14
878-15
By KEN RAPPOPORT
018-14
Texas on three hits for eight
Riad:want plus 390 fa 564 F 1 7 par tire, dependiog on sire.
AP Sports Writer
No trade needed WHITEWALLS ONLY $2.50 MORE PIR TIRE.
innings in his last start.
West
moving
to
the
Since
Chris Chambliss gave
Coast in the late 1950s, the Hunter everything else he
Los Angeles Dodgers and wanted - runs - when he
San
Francisco
Giants delivered a bases-loaded
haven't_ had too many two-run single, in the first.
glowing
moments
Graig Nettles added an RBI
alascilizrli PRICE F.Ellu.sand
reminiscent of their flaming single in the sixth to close
All Weather 711
Old tire
• Multi-ply polyester
baseball rivalry in New out the scoring.
E78-14 524.00 $2.03
971813 blacitrall,
cord body
piss SI-Vt.E.I.1
F78-14 $27.00 $2.04
York.
In other American League
construction
cud *Id tire
670-14
$29.00
$2.19
This season, however, is action, Detroit blanked
678-15 $30.00 $2.38
different.
Chicago 8-0, Kansas City
As they once did at Ebbets routed Toronto 12-5, Oakland
Field and the Polo Grounds, swept a doubleheader from
the Dodgers and Giants are Seattle by identical 4-3
Plus
getting the best out of their scores, California edged
w"""wa"
PRICE T.T.f 4011
Site
ahl two
association - and the Minnesota 4-3 and Texas
178.14 $3100 $219
crowds are loving each nipped Cleveland 3-2,
Cushion Belt Polities
(7$.(4 $3100 $2.34
178.13 whitewall, •
2-ply
polyester
rota
competitive moment.
671544
$39 00 52 47
plus $1.82 F.E.T.
Red Sox 4, Brewers 0
body, plus 2 belts ni
sod aid tire
1178-14 $441 00 52.70
On Sunday, 54,723 showed
Rick Burleson's RBI single
fiberglass
678-15 640 00 $2.55
up at Candlestick Park in capped a three-run second
878-15 $42.00 52 77
178.15 $48.110 $3Q$
San Francisco to watch the inning as Boston handed
Dodgers beat the Giants 5-1 Milwaukee its ninth loss In
and put more of a squeeze the last 13 games.
on the hot National Leagu,
"We're still in second
West race.
place, and that's great,"
The defeat knocked the Brewer Manager George
Phis
Polyglas Radial* or
Ms'
Giants out of first place for Bamberger said.
sod Whit"a"
"""'""
E.T. and Pelyglas ll'• Radial
Slit PRICE F.E.T.
Stre PRICE Fski
the first time since June 8,
tar
OM tea
Dwight Evans added a
• Double belted
0178-14" $45.00 $2.25
allowing Cincinnati to move runscoring single in the
F578-15" $50.011 $245
for strength,
111178-13 Malterrall,
E5715-14" $44.00 )2.36 687815'' $53.00 $275
smooth ride, and
into the top spot by per- eighth for Boston.
pass $1.15 f.E.T.
_FR78-14•• $4800 $2,51 11578-15' WAR $2.94
long wear
sedate tiro
centage points with a 3-1
Royals 12, Blue Jays 5
68-711-14' $9200 $265 11178.15' $94.00 $3.22
victory over San Diego. The
Al Cowens smashed his
Dodgers remained in third first grand slam home run
Engine lime-Up
Lobe&
Front-End Alignment
place, 2ts games back.
and Hal McRae added a
Includes par
parts led
OilChange
and 4lire Rotation
In other National League two-run double as Kansas
lobo, -- CO 511,1
air
char.:
to,
games, the Philadelphia City blasted Toronto and
Addauusal parts and
6-cyr. conditioned calf
includes up to
services extra it needed
5 quarts minor
Phillies took a doubleheader maintained a two-game lead
S34" SW' !'aer'srl':,',1"*"
brand 10130 00
from the Pittsburgh Pirates over the California Angels in
Front-wheel drive excluded
4 cvl
Sty!.
3-2 and 5-0, the Montreal the Al, West.
HELPS ENSURE BETTER GAS
PROTECTS MOVING PARTS HELPS IMRROVE TIRE WEAR
MILEAGE AND PERFORMANCE
ENSURES QUIET OPERATION
AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
Expos stopped the Chicago
Rookie Rich Gale, 13-3,
• Inspect and rotate all ,4 tires •_Set
• Electronic enigine, charging, and
• Complete oil change and chassis
Cubs 2-1 in the first game of gave up eight hits in six
starting system analysis • Install new
lubrication • Ensures smooth perforraster, camber, and toe-in to factory
a
doubleheader
before innings, while Rico Carty
points, plugs. condenser, rotor • Set
mance, reduces the chances of wear
specifications • Inspect suspension
dwell and timing • Adjust carburetor
• Please phone for appointment • In
and Meering.system • Most US cars
dropping the nightcap 4-3, and John Mayberry homered
for gkonomy • includes lIstsun. Toy
dudes light trucks
- some imports.
the Atlanta Braves defeated for the Blue Jays.
ola, VW, and-light trucks.
the Houston Astros 3-2 and
Angels 4, Twins 3
Just Say'Charge It
the St. Louis Cardinals
Carney Lansford's one-out
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy, Our Own
trimmed the New York Mets- ninth-inning single scored
t.uslomer Credit Plan • Master Charge
3-1
Ken Landreaux from second
• BankAmericard • American Express Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
Hooton pitched a four- base as California defeated
hitter and Reggie Smillh Minnesota and rolled to its
Goodscar Resolsing Charge kccorra
drove Jn_three runs in the fifth, victory in the_past,
stx
dIRIRCIddia
Dodger victory. Smith drove games.
1B-121r- Dodgers'first--two--13oft-fieryler1*--Mnsor.4zuth
Alinsts.e.
- Funs-teifh I double-11V t110 -1113-zilh of Mr asort, utf
MIS
Lacy
and
Lee
,
firat inning
Twins' starter (huff lair
Oen %vim,7.30 AM.wed 5:1110 P.M. Duey 0000 Me*v.55 RAO Pm.
also belted a two-run double tied the game 3-3 in the'
Mgr. E. Witte
Mgr. Paul tale
Mgr. L. G. Glassco
off San Francisco starter eighth inning.
lav. Reltett B. Rsd61011,
600 Jefferson
315W Broadway,*
Bob Knepper, who retired
721 S. 12th St.
California's starter Nolan
100 S. Stateline
Pachx-ah, Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
Murray, Ky.
Fulton, Ky.
only one batter before Ryan struck out 10 to regain
4424464
753-0595
247-3711
472-1000
leaving.
the Al, strikeout lead iron'

$15.88

9988
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By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer

,Agriscene

Beat The
Harvest Rush!!

Another 'Triple Crown'

JUDGING WINNERS — These nine 4-H and FFA members were among the
winners
in the 4-H and FFA Dairy Judging competition at the recent Purchase
District Fair. They
are (front row from left) Richard Smotherman, first place from Calloway Co.
FFA; Keith
Brown, second from Calloway; Kenneth Paschall, third place from Calloway:
and Greg
McClure, fourth place from Calloway. In the second row are Mike Rogers,
fifth place
from Calloway Co., and Larry Enoch, sixth place from Calloway Co. In the
third row are
Lisa-Howard, eight place from Calloway -Co. 4-H; Marilyn Howard, ninth
place from
Callowav 4-H and Pena Cunningham, tenth place from Calloway
Co. 4-H. Garry Scott
of the Sedalia FFA,seventh place finisher, is not pictured.
(Messenget Photo)

it
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Thoroughbred racing has the Meng said. The classes are a summer senior yearling —
determined by age,, and "we he .won the other two shows
Kentucky
Derby,
the
Belmont and the Preakness try to keep the age spread as a summer yearling —
— the elusive Triple Crown. as narrow as possible," he and there will be several
younger bulls offeriog strong
But another Triple Crown, said.
of sorts, gets underway here -Then it's more or less an competition, Meng said.
elimination system building "But because of the
Monday
with
the
All
American Angus Breeders' up to the selection of momentum he has built up
supreme champion."
the ring and
his
Futurity.
.
class champions popularity, he would have to
The futurity initiates a The
show season which will also compete against each other" be considered one of the
contenders
for
include the North American to win the calf, intermediate strong
Livestock Exposition at or junior divisions, depen- supreme champion this
Louisville and the National ding on age., Those three year," Meng added. "It
Western Stock Show, held at winners are then judged to would be a rare feat.."
determine
the
The timing of the futurity
grand
Denver.
champion
of
each
sex,
Meng
helps
to make it a social
And cattlemen from 30
said.
function, Meng said. Catstates,
Canada
and
Argentina are expected to Then comes "the high tlemen and businessmen find
bring 270 head to Louisville point of the show — the it easier to get away in the
next week for the corn- selection of the supreme summer, and some make a
petition, now in its 31st year. champion on Tuesday," vacation out of coming to
said show manager Joe Bill Meng said, to be chosen Kentucky, he said.
from the male and female
As a result, the event ,w111
Meng of Bowling Green.
grand champions.
have its share of hospitality
The
judging
begins
Monday, after the cattle are One bull has won the hours and dinners, with
American
and former U.S. Agriculture
broken into about 20 classes, North
National Western shows and Secretary
Earl
Butz
is considered a strong scheduled to speak at a
contender for the supreme luncheon Monday.
championship of the futurity.
Butz, who is now . dean
Born July 4, 1976, the emeritus of the college of
•--The prosed price support beast IT- -arty --rramte agriculture
rifTcttre
and grading changes are to be Patriot, and he's owned by University in Indiana,
will
published. in today's Federal New York restauranteur speak on the subject,
"We
Register..
Jerry Brody.
Will Always be a Nation of
Comments regarding price
Patriot will be showing as Meat Eaters."
support should be mailed to
the Director, Price Support
and Loan Division, ASCSUSDA, P. 0. Box '2415.
Washington, D.C. 20013.
Comments are requested to
state whether the grade loan
rates for baled tobacco should
be the same as for tobacco tied
in hands small bundles) in
Five UK research projects
development of the crop will
de ,gned to help tobacco
the traditional manner. ,
be computer-simulated, to
tAirrners werefunded recently
Comments concerning
help find the Most efficient
by the Council for Burley
grade standards should be
methods of producing it under
sent in two copies to the
Tobacco. The research will be
different conditions.
done by the Kentucky
Hearing Clerk, USDA, Room
Curing
facilities
and
Experiment
I077-S, Washington, D.C. . Agricultural
methods of harvesting and
Station.
20250.
transporting the leaf are
The projects, most of which
All comments will be
prime targets for this study.
are expected to be conducted
available for public inspection
Larry Wells and Tom Bridges,
for two years, include:
at the appropriate USDA
agricultural engineers, are
— Evaluating
Office.
herbicides
project leaders.
applied singly and in comSecretary Bergland said
— Searching for low-tar
that the new marketing and. bination on tobacco. Charles
lines of tobacco that will yield
Rieck, agronomist and leader
price support proposals stem
the best-quality product,
of the project, says his obfrom experiments conducted
particularly in regard to
jective is to find the safest and
by the University of Kentucky
flavor and aroma. Layten
and the University of Ten- most effective chemicals for
Davis and Glenn Collins,
weed control in burley. agronomy researchers, will
nessee as well as various state
farm bureaus. Tobacco Herbicides are sought which
conduct the experiments.
will not reduce the quality of
producers, buyers
and
—Judging the effects of
warehousement have also tobacco or damage other
nitrogen availablity, plant
helped search for a less costly crops whtch follow tobacco in
populations, topping heights.
method of marketing burley a crop rotation.
and growth regulators on
tobacco than the traditional
— Analyzing alternative
nicotine levels in cured
method of handling it tied in
ways to produce and harvest
burley. Agronomists John
small bundles, he said.
burley.
Growth
and
Sims, Bill Atkinson and Lowell
Bush will head up. the study.
— Measuring damage done
4
to tobacco plants tirchfferent
mixtures of growth regulators
Free For The Asking I
and currently labeled insecticides. Project leader is
write
George Jones, tobacco entomologist.
gurley Council support for
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
these projects amounts to
$52,000. This is the second
funding recently granted by
the council. The first came in
December 1977 and was for
$45,000 to support three
studies.
Gus Stokes, Associate Dean
of the College of Agriculture,
points out that the Burley
Council funding came from a
For Up To The Minute
checkoff paid by Kentucky
burley growers.
"These studies are designed
to solve problems burley
Hutson Grain Terminal
producers are facing right
now," Stokes says. "With the
Port-Of-Murray-Calloway County,
checkoff, farmers am—supporting research that will help
provide immediate solutions
to those problems.-

USDA Proposes Tobacco Grade Changes
quantititr d1-113'ute(Mled *emir -Bergiand said if the
burley tobacco during the proposal is accepted and the
1978-79 season as a marketing experiment is successful, the
experiment.
new marketing method could
Secretary of Agriculture greatly reduce farmers' costs
in preparing burley tobacco
for market. The deadline for
receiving comments on the
erpposal is August 7. .
Mr. Bergland said that,
Owner And Operator Bill Williamson
under the proposal; any
producer
interested
in
marketing untied baled 1978crop burley tobacco would
apply this September at the
local county . Agricultural
Stabilization
and
Conservation Service (ASCS
Office.
-- If the proposal goeg- into
effect, interested producers
would certify that all bales to
be delivered for price support
and official grading will meet
the following specifications:
All tobacco in all bales
offered for sale as a single lot
P.O. Box 1044
will be of similar quality.
(2) The 'tobacco will be
stalk-cured.
Aerial Spraying, Seeding,
3) The bale will contain no
Fertiiring, 1k.
foreign
matter.
Please contact airport
_ 4). The tobacco will not be
nested (Nested it "Itke—dilii cealing of foreign material or
inferior tobacco inside the
bale.
Producers must comply
with the filed certification- in
order to be eligible for price
support and grades on any
tobacco produced on their
farms.
Under the grading proposal,
tobacco graders with USDA's
Agricultural Marketing
Service AMS) would apply
QUALITY PRODUCTS SINCE 1906
official grades to the limited
quantities of untied burley
packed in bales during the
1978-79 season. Presently,
tobacco graders classify
untied burley as NO-G ("NoGrade") which makes the
tobacco ineligible for USDA
price support.
Bales accepted for grading
would be one by two by three
feet and the leaves in the bales
untied and packed straight.
Butt ends of leaves must be
oriented to ends of the bales
with tips to the center.
USDA
officials
said
warehouse operators will be
required to open a particular
bale in a lot of tobacco chosen
by a federal grader for inspection and to reseal the bale
after inspection.
Baled burley tobacco would
be officially graded and
marketed with price support"
only during five sale dates at
each warehouse. The burley
See Us About
sales committee --- composed
of
representatives
of
producers, warehousemen
and buyers -- or some other
at
appropriate organization,
would determine the sales
-dates:--Ttowtivesr, three -5rtw
sale dates would have to be
duriag
preee4ing--4he • , Aobacoo
marketing Christmas holiday
recess and two would be
Murray,Ky.
during two aeparate weeks
Call 753-2924
6
after the recess.

—The U7S-.- rlepartrherit of
Agriculture USDA ) today
proposed to change grade
standards and make price
support available for limited

Farmers Air Service

urray Calloway Co.Airpo

Phone 489-2216

Fanners Friend

BIM FEEDS
Nigh Energy Dairy Pellets

--Calloway Co. Soil4fttproThemenT,Isioc.
1

Tobacco Growers
Fund UK Research"

Grain Bins

Bin Fans
Augers
- Electric Motors
In stock ready for you!

ANI Ford
Supply Inc.
642-8S44
Hwy. 54 West of Pods

411112•01011=

j 1 rgimaill;
;71.4d1011
!

Some of the test facilities at the Cargill Research Farm where TOP HOG Starter was de_
veloped.

_No pig-setback from
feed changes, birth
to 60 lbs.

Si
In

Farmer
several p
house and
confineme
operations
Fighting
fectively
sanitation,
secticides
mechanic
Cording to

Extension

UK Colleg
" Christei
insects br
fermentin
such as ri
and •deca
plentiful
dairies,
finishing oi
feedlots.
Stable
biters an
animal's
vetting fee

AABA proyidei
:all your local

JA

Feed Nutrena TOP HOG 4 Starter the combined pre-starter/
starter/grower
• ONE ration from birth to 60 lbs.
• Palatable for nursing pigs.
• Complete pellets -2 no grinding, no mixing.-

We'

Nutreha research showed 18.9% fatter
gains, 14.9% less feed per lb. of gain
than a conventional starter and conventional grower program from weaning
to 60 lbs.

ARMINGTON FEED

F FARM SUPPLY,INC.

Industrial

FARMINGTON, KY.

Nutrena Feeds
Lending a Hand..

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

FARMERS!
Grain Prices
Coll...

Local
Farmers ...........474-2295
Ky.
Farmers . 1-800-592-5409
Hours: 6 a. m.-10 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
ExcstHolidays

•Hutson Grain
Terminal
Larry Hoth-Mgrs Charles Sadler

.that's what we're
herefor..
Were a forming community., and the
people around here have special financial needs. Well service those needs the
best way we know how., with complete
financial support See us I

A Consumer Tip
from Eateniton Specialists at
'the UK College of Agriculture
-Voir-Men TaTy vigitables such as kale, spinach,
collards,. moterd,and. turnip

iircrerrs;

t -Irofirostenitft;

p-atusium Alia vitamins Vand
C, say food specialists with
the Cooperative Extension
Service of UK's College of
Agriculture.

- Bank of
Illuttay

lea

FDIC

15
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It111111 ElliElAtStPORECAST
Summer Fly Control
In Feeding Locations

1

MENNEN.

Farmers can combine
several practices to control
house and stable flies around
confinement livestock feeding
operations.
Fighting these pests effectively requires good
sanitation, proper use of insecticides
and
feasible
mechanical controls, according to Chris Christensen,
Extension entomologist in the
UK College of Agriculture.
• Christensen says these
insects breed in rotting and
fermenting organic matter
such as manure, wet straw
and 'decaying feed — all
plentiful
media around
dairies, confinement hog
finishing operations and cattle
feedlots.
Stable flies are painful
biters and_cari—affect an
animal's efficiency in converting feed to milk or weight

gain. While the house fly does
no actual damage to stock, it
presents a health problem as a
disease carrier.
-Manure should be hauled
from lots at least once a week
during the summer," the
entomologist advises. It can
be spread out on fields to
dry,
or put in manure lagoons."
Since
even
careful
sanitation measures can't
_completely stop flies from
hatching out, Christensen
recommends that insecticides
be used as part of fly control.
He says residual insecticide
sprays should be applied to
barn walls, rafters, ceilings
and other places flies rest at
night.
If you have a large
population of adult flies, use
short-residual insecticides in
the form of aerosals, mists of
fogs. These are usually most

Profit Makersat your service!
KABA provides top dairy, beef and exotic sires
:ail your local KABA man for all the facts:

JA/AES TUCKER
Phone 01-2151

Calloway
County Soil
Improvement
Association Co-Op
Were here to meet your farming needs.

;ter

Fertilizer
Feed
Seed
Farming Supplies

:onling

Store 753-2924
Fertilizer Facility -753-5157

Murray

Industrial Road

Lose weight fast revolutionary
-Coffee Break- cubes turns
coffee into powerful appetite
Payless
suppressant
Discount.

Crossword Puzzler
United Feature Syndicate
'DOWN
1. Vessel
Saturday's Puzzle Solved
2 Man's name
COMO IMMO
3 Furious
storm
LIU140120 MIMEO
4 Rain and hail
CUM
5 Part of tobe131.11u1UU Ullu
MOO LICluou Eo
6 fillintitt
7 Toward shelter
ULUO MOM
8 Soak
11112115110
9 Walk on
tatiki11121
MOO
UU
10 Merit
MIMIC OM
11 Part of church.
ClIg13111 1110111KM
16 Rupees
UUEINIKI EILMOUGI
(abbr.)
T
ENUU
18 Former Russian ruler
measure
34 More docile
20 Express
36 Single item 47 Unt of elec, trical meagratitude
37 Put in
surement
22 Mast
39
Alleviated
49 Greek letter
23 Peel
41 Get up
25 Retained
50 Ethiopian
42 War god •
27 Rod
title
43 Girl's name 53 Faroe Is28 Eats
44 Region
29 Withered
lands
45 Printer's
whirlwind
30 Let it stand

01301117 112121001M10
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Distr by United Feature Syndicate, Inc

Bond for buying in August

With the purchase of a new
Case Model 885, 990 or 995
Low Profile Tractor, from
McKeel Equipment Company. For $1,000 bond,
tractor purchase must be
made during July, 19'7
(8.
For $.500 bond, make tractor purchase between
August 1 and 341978.

The eooner you buy, the more you save!
See us now! Gat a good deal on a great tractor,,plus
a free U.S. Savirigs Bond just for, making up your mind.

502 Walnut

crop.

Backgrounding

putting an additional 300-400
pounds on calves after they
are weaned in the fall, selling
them as feeder cattle later on
in the winter or early spring.
"Having this flexibility, to
utilize feed and sell the calf
crop on more than one
seasonal market can help a
cow-Calf producer-weather the
economic storms of the cattle
cycle," says Absher._,

Cattle production and prices
The
cycles.
move
in
liquidation phase, producing
fewer cattle and causing
prices to move up now, is two
to three years old. When
prices rise high enough,
producers will start to rebuild
means. the nation's cattle herd.

Is a specialty at
Starks Hardware
12th de Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARXING

BIBLE FACTS Jesus
states in Matthew 10:38,
"And he that taketh not
his cross, and followeth
after me, is not worthy
Of me" Bible answers
and Bible study anytime
call 759-4600. Bible
Services Saturdays 3
p.m. to 4 p.m.
YOUR

is our
NEEDL1NE,

NEED

concern.
753-6333.

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools

442-9747
Paducah, Ky.

IN LOVING MEMORY of
Norma Darnall who
passed away August 6,
1972. Six years since the
links of life were,broken
and our loved one had to
part, it leaves a wound
that never -heals an everaching heart. We cannot
keep from wondering no
matter how hard we try.
In our sad and troubled
hearts we keep asking,
"Dear God Why?"
Please God, forgive a
• silent tear, a constant
wish that she were here.
There are others. yes we
know, but she was ours
and we love and miss
her so. Sadly missed by
Mother and Dad, Sister,
Brothers, and Families,
children and grandmother.
5 lost And Found
LOST WALLET, August
1, .978 at Pagalia's
Pizza. Keep money,
return contents. If found
call 753-1756.

PENNS
511LL-4+TTIN6 BALLS WITH-THE 6ARA6E I SEE....

IT'S G000- PRACTiCE..HE----1 WAS SURPRISE° `?°1-)
DIDN'T PLAY DOUBLES AT
GEIS EVERYTHING SACK
WIMBLEDON THIS 'YEAR..

47

U S Savings Bond for buying
a Case tractor in July, or a

153-3062

_
Higher prices for feeder
cattle may lure Kentucky cowcalf producers into a false
sense of security that could
weaken their long-term
financial position.
This word of caution is from
Curtis Absher, Extension beef
cattle specialist in th9
'Muck!'
Univellfty—",f
College of Agriculture.
"There is potential danger,"
says Absher, "in overexpanding a cow herd limited
to the production and sale of
weanling calves. He urges cow
herd owners to program
flexibility in their operations
so they can ° background or
even finish some of their calf

It's A Fact
Free Gift Wrapping

3

We'll give you a

tticKettL_
Ecjuipmeni-Co:

The City of Murray is
soliciting bids for radio
equipment to be used in
the
Murroy-Calloway
County Transit System.
Specifications and other
information may be obtained in the City Oerlis
office,
City
Hall
Building, Murray, KY.

3i

FARMERS!
$1000
$500

!'re

Flexibility Recommended

27

On Farm Storage,

a.

PERSON WHO triik 3
rolls of barb wire please
return it or other action
will be taken.

4 In Memory
NEW OFFICERS of the Calloway County Chapter of Future Farmers of America began
their duties on July 1. They will serve in their respective offices until June 30, 1979. Pktuned, left to right: Front Row:Jimmy Joe Hale, secretary; Ricky Cunningham, president
Barry Canter, vice president back row Dave Watson, reporter; Kenny Erwin, sentinel;
and Mickey Overbey,treasurer.

A

Is

11111111111b.

Mechanical controls might
include screening milking
parlors and installing doors
that open outward rather than
inward on enclosed rooms.
Opening these doors causes an
outward blast of air that
drives flies away, rather than
drawing them into the room,
the specialist notes.
He also recommends weed
control around edges of
corrals, buildings and other
places the flies might
congregate.

1 Fruit seeds
5 At a distance
9 Beverage
12 City in Russia
13 Masculine
14 Knock
- 15 More
domesticated
17 Missives'
19 Mortar and -21 Rational
22 Barracuda
24 Pronoun
25 Possessed
26 Dance step
27 Roam.
29 Steamship
labbr
31 Skill
32 Article
33 Negative
prefix
34 Obtain
35 Note of
scale
36 Cruel
38 Before
39 Goal
40 Compass
point
41 Dillseed
42 Turkish regiment
44 Declare
46 Renovate
48 Distance
runner
51 Compass
point
52 Courageous
person
54 Bristle
55 Mournful
56 Partner
57 Periods of
time

2 Notice

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 1111 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parkin_g
lot, use our rear entrance.

effective applied indoors.
Baits can be set in areas
where flies congregate during
the day. But keep them away
from children, pets and other
animals.

AtFIC0-88
.-

CLASSIFIED ADS•

2 Notice

1.M•110Mint

[g.-

the
non; the
dote

BiL R.

Drying Equipment

NANCY
AUNT FRiTZI --YOU'VE
BEEN BRAGGING TWAT
WE COULD LIVE
OFF YOUR
VEGETABLE
..GARDEN

Uses Outlined
"More
and
more
producers are putting ad-__ BEETLE BAILEY
THERE'S
OR A GOOD
ditional storage and drying
MOVIE AT THE
equipment on their farms. A Dume
moVit ON
THEATER FOR
David E. Riley, Jr., County
TV TONI&HT
A BUCK
Executive Director of the
FOR FREE
ASCS Office, said. Farmers
who have adequate on-farm
storage and drying facilities
have greater crop handling
and marketing flexibility at
harvesttime, he added.
The ASCS farm storage
facility and drying equipment program offers loans
to help farmers buy, build,
BONNIE
or remodel on-farm storage
facilities and to get the
I DON'T LIKE DRY
drying and handling equipPOPCORN
PUT ON PLENTY OF
ment they need. Since-B TTER
October,
producers
in
Calloway County obtained
ten (10) Commodity Credit
Corporation (CCC) loans to
erect 76,722 bushels of
storage, part of which had
drying systems.
"Because of the elapsed
time between the decision to
put up additional storage,
apply for loan, and complete
the structure, it is important
that farmers plan ahead, so
that the storage will be
available when needed," Mr.
Riley, said. With delays in
delivery
schedules, inclement Weather and other
unforeseen
circurnstances,
producers should decide now
Whether Or riot they iièd
—additional stow& for fallrun-resod crops...
According to Mr Riley,
farmers can borrow up to
$50,000 on facilitiel adequate
to store two year's crops.

iNANT011
GIRL GOT
OUT OF

CAGE ?
HOW

01971 WOW CM,,

ESOY, THAT'S A TOL.16/-1
PECIGION. LET ME LIE
DOVYN AND THINK IT
--OVER

I'D HATE To
SHAKE HANDS
AFTER THE
MOVIE!

NOBODY
KNOW5 ,.LOCK
BROKEN.
SPOOKY.'

5HHN..,
LOOK...
A NEW
MOON.
GLAC7
IT'S NOT
FULL
TOO
MUCH
164.4;

48.
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6 Help Wanted
5 lost And Found
FOLNICI
•

Panarama Shores
gra, and *hit. short

nke:e dog lItts ts i old
blind <thd deaf.
Kum n114364341

6. Help Wanted

DRAFTSMAN, up to
$15,000, fee paid. Call
-Mr.' Oliver, I.ar-Go
Employment Service,
442-8373.
HELP WANTED, part
time income for ambitious couples. Call 7594780

15 Articles

For Sale

CITIMNEYS, all fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x
30", $17.88. Installation
kit, 826.95. Wallin
Hardware,Paris.
FREEZER BEEF choice
grain fed-aged beef.
Front quarter 85 cents a
pound, whole or half 95
cents a pound, hind
quarter, 1.05 a pound
hanging weight. Food
Stamps accepted. We
also
do
custom
slaughtering,
Paris
Meat Processing, 6428201 off 641_ One mile
north of Paris on Old
Murray Road.

19 ratir Equipment
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $92.50. Standard, $85.00. Truck bed
protectors, $75.00. Tail
gate protectors,
stainless steel, $15.
Vinson Tractor Co. 7534892.

WANT ADS ARE MIR BEST BUY
24 Miscellaneous

30 Business Rentals

43.Real Estate

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

50x30 BUILDING.
SPACIOUS
THREE
Be
FIREPLACE
ENideal for garage or
IMMEDIATE
bedroom two bath home
Waldrop Realty
APPLICATIONS
are
CLOSURES with glass
clean-up shop. Call 436PLACEMENT I will
at 1612 Parklane with
20 Sports Equipment
63 ACRES in Mt. Carmel
being
taken
in Business
for
full
and
wire
doors
mesh
and
hire 2 this month.
5461.
large heated garage,
Community, 22 acres in
employ
part
time
ment.
Since /956
1973 BASS BOAT, motor,
draw screen, all sizes
looking for highly
workshop, large den
31 Want To Rent
corn and beans, sonic
Apply
Roses,
Central
at
trailer,
753-564
$64.99.
$1600
finishes
best
6
and
or
,
motivated 17-24 year old
with fireplace and other
bottom land and some
Shopping
Center
offer. Call 753-7595.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
COUPLE WANTS house
males to start training
extra features. Owner
good Poplar timber. 2
Monday
through
Friday,
to rent in Murray
in nuclear fields. Must
16 ACRES all wooded,
moving. Offers conspring fed creeks on
9-5. • An Equal Op2$'
SHARP MICROWAVE
area. Call 753-3707.
be high school grad,
CHRISCRAFT
approximately 500 it. on
sidered. Call C. 0.
property. Hwy frontage
portunit
Employ
y.
er.
oven, stainless steel
cruiser, mint condition,
above average math
blacktop co-unty road.
Bondurant Realty 753on 121 South, $67,000.
32 Apartments For Rent
hull recently painted,
interior, cooks, browns,
ability, in Algebra. SEWING MACHINE
Call 436-2473.
9954 or 753-3460.
WALDROP REALTY.
and defrosts, $199.95.
new depth finder and
Startink pay over $100 a
FURNISHED
operators. Sewing exAPART753-5646.
REDUC
ED,
Wallin
radio,
nice
week.
home
in
galley,
Hardwa
Approximately
FOR SALE by onwer,
re, Paris.
head,
MENT, $90 per month,
perience preferred but
Hazel. Elas been termite
sleeps 4,400 plus hours.
two years technical
Grocery
Store,
753-8333.
not necessary, full time,
FOR SALE, Craftsman
inspected, 2 bedrooms,
Can
training provided with
be
Restaurant, and nice
seen
at
apply
Calloway
Purdom & Thurman
TI 1111/SINISSMAIN1 010KI P
12" radial saw and SMALL FURNISHED
freshly painted, nice lot,
RIM
Kenlake Marina 69.
steady pay. and adtwo BR apartment all in
Manufacturing,
111
PeUTMG
Craftsm
an
drill
Insura
conveni
press.
nce & Real Estate
ent
For
location
apartme
vancement. If you are
nt,
and
complete
1414 VineT,
one building, has all
inPoplar.
Phone 436-54kjust about everything
Southsod• Court Square
formation call 1-812looking for a secure
equipment to operate
NICE THREE room
you could want for
Murray, Kentucky
882-8303.
future you will find one WAITRESS WANTED
and complete stock, also
Wiwill•St•r S•F v fe•I
SUPER 8 movie camera
$13,500. THE NELSON
apartment, bath, stove,
Gallimores Restaurant
with us if you qualify.
753-4451
has mobile home hookup
102 IC 4t1 - 753-5397
and fuel oil heater, 753SHROAT REALTORS,
refrigerator, dinette.
Hazel, 492-9785.
For the chance of a
1974 CARAVELLE trion one acre of land. 3
7323.
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Has yard and parking.
lifetime call your local
hull boat, 85 hp Mermiles south on Hwy. 121.
THE
MAN
with
Center, 759-1707.
$150 plus electric. Call
HELP WANTED. Buried PEA SHELLER, doet
Navy recruiter, Bill
-eury,
trailer
Rolco
,
Known as L & B Grocery
a
imagina
tion
can
ONE
see
the
KOHLE
N
power
Deb or Sherry at 753telephone
Yeager 15021753-6439 for
excellent condition, 492comand Restaurant at
bushel in 30 minutes,
potential in this 2
plant, 2 wheel trailer,
31 ACRES at Almo
9311
before
munication
personal
3.
interview.
con8610.
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
Cherry Corner. A dandy
bedroom home with 51
Heights on Perry Road.
Four cylinder, 15 KW,
struction, Puryear, TN.
THE NAVY. ITS NOT
Paris.
little business, be your
acres, stock barn,
FURNL
15,000
SHED
acres
22
watts,
beans,
in
one
riding
some
ONE
AR
JUST A JOB, ITS AN
If interested, call 1-901HOUSE
BOAT. 36'
1973
own boss. Priced very
tobacco barn, hog shed,
apartment. near
timber,
street sweeper. Call
several
247-5666 from 7:00 to 8:00 WEEDY
ADVENTURE.
Silver Queen, sleeps 10,
reasonable, call or see
under fence with a price
downto
wn
beautifu
Friendl
Finance
buildin
l
y
Murray
,
sils.
753g
.
Call
Morning, 4:00 to 5:30
twin engine, 225 hp, 7
James or Bob Futrell,
WEEDEATERS, Model
753-4109
,
you
just
wouldn't
Seclude
1412.
d
yet
very
acEvening. Call 1-501-492WOMEN, ARE you tired
KW generator, fully
500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
405 S. 9th, Murray, KY.
believe. Call for an
cessib
le,
2,9
$2
0
0.
Rooms
33
For
Rent
8808 from 6-00 to 9:00
of doing a man's work
found,
many extras, fly
Call 753-7668 days or 753Hardware, Paris.
appointment
FOR SALE: 12,000 BTU ,
today.
WALDROP REALTY,
and not being paid for
night.
bridge, dual controls.
2394 nights.
SLEEP
ING
LORETTA
ROOMS
Frigida
753-5646
,
JOBS
ire
air
.
Air
Conit? Then this opportunity'
Just hulled and bottom
WE BUY AND SELL used
conditioned, private
REALTORS,753-1492.
ditioner. Call 753-9924
is for you. An inFOR THERAPIST, up to
painted.
For
apair conditioners. Dill
ACRES
25
WITH
several
entrance, refrigerator. FIRST TIME ever listed
after 3:30 p.m
ternational group of
612,000. Call Mr. Oliver,
pointment call 474-2390
Electric, 753-9104 or 753beautiful building sites SMART
STYLE Zimme
rman
for
sale
...
This
Apartx
14
60
companies is looking for
Lar-Go Employment
after 3 p.m.
1551.
and over 1300 ft. of highSMART
ments, S. 16th. 753-6609.
BUY
mobile home has room
2 women for this area
Service, 442-8373.
Received 4 chest
way frontage. Located
"Quality plus" best
Furnishi
Home
to
16
ngs
spare.
Beautif
ul
who are ambitious,
. LLAMA .380 Auto pistol,
type deep freezers
within minutes of Ky.
SLEEPING
describes this new 3
ROOMS,
hillside lot with plenty of
CHEMICAL
aggressive, and Comand several good
4" barrel, with extras,
REFRIGERATOR,
Lake Priced at $15,000.
kitchen privileges, one
bedroom, 2 bath home
trees,
garden
a
plot
and
ENGINEER, up to
petitive.
We
$100 firm. Call 753-9845.
used
will
refrigerators
washer, desk, 753-0196
Phone
KOPPERUD
block to MSU. Call 759located
in
Hazel.
a
beautifu
view.
l
Worth
guarantee $1200 first
$30,000. fee paid. Call
just arrived. Still
REALTY, 753-1222. We
1182.
Fireplace
with
a
second
look.
month to start, forMr. Oliver, Lar-Go COCKTAIL TABLE
KIMBALL MUSIC
have several manual
provide a complete
and
heatalator, built-in
34 Houses For Rent
LORE
TTA
JOBS
malized training school,
Employment Service.
CENTE
R 601 Broadtypewriters, dinette
Hexogan end table. Call
range of Real Estate
appliances, custom built
REALTORS,753-1492.
minimum of 2 weeks
442-8373.
way, Paducah, Ky.
set, several school
NICE TWO BEDROOM
435-4286 after 5 p.m.
Service.
cabinets, heat pump.;
training in Nashville,
Across from Irving Cobb
desks left at $1 - $2,
house, couple preferred
thermopane
windows
25 ACRES at Puryear,
18 OR OVER waiters, _S_W
'TN, expenses paid.
Hotel.
Ph. 443-3879. Shop
one electric stove,
641 N. No pets, phone
rig
rof
GerS
Ilki
aE
toTr: silnbdy box,,
r
are only a few of the
Tn. 4 acres open,
waitresses,
and
_Advarrement based on
'if you like, but check our
-` 753-3942.
630°
quality features of this
secluded building sites,
delivery drivers. Apply
,performance. excellent
Murray Ford
prices. Open late Friday
seat, potty , chair,
home. The price is
lots of trees, trees,.trees.
in person, 510 Main
*hospital benefits, profit
nights.
Tractor
NICE THREE BR, 1'2
redwood lawn furright!
30's. Phone
Fabulou
sly
priced
Street,
Pagliai'
at
s Pizza.
sharing after 1 year.
bath, furnished, 6 miles
525 S. 4th
niture, 75379263.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
$11,900. WALDROP
This will be an opFOR SALE 105 hp
from Campus, $275.per
759-4895
753-1222.
EXPERIENCED BODY
REALTY,753-5646.
portunity of a life time
Chrysler
month. Call 1-405-377Outboa
rd
man
needed.
753-6243
.
for the right women. For
Used
less than 20 hours
7081.
- We lay, Sell Or Trade
26. TV Radio
% Ptiora7r.nton
MUST SELL, 2 bedroom
personal interview call
Phone759-1872.
Used Furniture or Apwhite frame house with
MEDIC
AL
limostmen
t property - brick
25" COLOR TV, needs NICE
Pon Freeman, 1-926-8000
full basement. House
THREE
pliances
daplitx located just off 94 East
SECRETARY, medical
FOR SALE, houseboat,
some work, does receive
Monday-Wednesday, 9
BEDRO
includes all storm
only minutes trent Surrey
OM house in
transcription
- Hodge & Son, Inc.
ex36' Silverqueen,- twin
picture. Call 753-7650.
a.m. - 7 p.m.
Hes 2 U neck side, op
windows, storm doors,
Hardin, no pets, small
perience necessary.
engine, vee drive, fly
?OS So. FM
proximately 1950 sq. ft., wall
children
drapes, harvest gold
only.
Apply at Personnel
bridge, sleeps 10, many NEARLY NEW 19" black
te wall carpets end
MANAGER TRAINEE,
Referen
'stove
ces
,
and
dishwa
deposit
sher,
Office.
Murray appliances. Good income
extras. Call 474-2390 for
and-white television,
FOR SALE, 30" Magic
'management
required. Call 437-4462.
refrigerator
with
property. Priced at 131,500.
Calloway
County
appointment.
attractive price, 753Chef gas-rpossibilities, can be
siove, like new.
icemaker. Fully carHospita
l,
803
Poplar
,
5456.
yours after 6 months
Call mornings 753-7450.
SPECIAL REDUCED, 2
Fenn - 15 acres 'titbit, 2 silos
COUNTRY HOME 12
peted throughout. Call
Murray. KY, 1-502-753specialized training.
of city Boas. Hos stock
BR mobile home with
753-9924
miles
from
Murray
.
.
5131.
ONE LAZY Boy recliner, LIKE NEW silver Vinwater, harm, tobacco allotEarn $25,000 to $40,000 a
gas
heat, window air'
Partiall
y furnished, 2
1972 1 •x 65 mobile home,
ment. &am is quality built
cent-Bach
• vinyl with good cover.
• year in management. I
trumpet.
conditioner, built-in
IT'S
Mystery
A
Our
..
NEEDED :EXmodern
BR,
kitchen
,
with 3 hodrosais, P/i baths,
partially furnished or
One vinyl floral wrought
Excellent condition.
will start you with up to
range on 100 x 125 lot, 1
mystery home has 4
PERIENCED. _tire
large screened porch,
fireplace, 2 car prep. This is
unfurnished. 437-4871 or
used
iron
trimme
&Month
d
41290
in
s.
Call
brass
a
mile east of Murray..
759-Month
bedroo
ms,
large
living
good
recapper
farm
separa
land
and
te
countr
with
kithigh
y
ex437-4241 ask for Dwayne
1119.
chair. 436-2114.
guaranteed, send you to
Wilson
Insurance and
productivi
ty.
room
with
fireplac
e,
perienced, passenger
2
chen, $225 per month.
or Denise.
- school for _two
Real Estate, 753:3263
weeks,
baths
located
tire and service man.
in
the
_
753-7978
.
WItKER COUCH, wicker
expenses paid, train you
: PIANOS AND ORGANS
demand area of Park
Apply in person to Max
753-3243 Anytime
10x50 MOBILE HOME,
selection
- large
table,
wicker
in the field of selling and
chair,
36 For Rent Or Lease
and
shopping...recently
HOUSE AND 6 ACRES Keel, Keels Purchase
conditio
good
availa
rental
n,
$2200.
ble,
wicker
servicing
sewing
basket.
established
reduced ... A real and
Tires, 808 Coldwater
Here is that rare homeBUILD
SEARS
Call
ING
436-2777
in
.
purchas
availabl
plan
e
e.
beautiful
business accounts.
IMMEDIATE
crystal
true
bargain
Road.
for
the
buying
opportunity of
Paris
Oct.
lease
for
1,
Selection - quality chandelier.
Hospital and other
POSSESSION - Drive
Mayfield,
house hunting sleuthgood home plus acreage
FOR SALE by owner:
1-901100'.
size
Call
60'
x
price
cannot
beat
be
247-5915.
fringe
down Main Street and
benefits PARTY
who calls 753-1492.
plus
ELAN
mobile home, 1978
close-to-town
642-6463.
anywhere. Shop for
available. To qualify.
take a look at this imSUPERVISOR
LORE
TTA
JOBS
location at a reasonable
model,
never
used
14x
70,
yourself
see.
Open
and
SKINNY-MINI over and
• you must be 21 or over.
pressive 2-story home.
MERRIC-MAC
REALTORS.
price. Three bedroom
toy
all electric, 2 baths, and
Friday's
8:00.
til
under washer - dryer
be bondable, sports
Lots of living area which
parties has opening for
Mini
brick home with central
3
bedroom
s.
Must
be
Clayton
Dixiela
s,
nd
Frigidaire). In very
minded, ambitious, and
includes 4 bedrooms,
17 ACRES 2 miles south of
supervisors
Warehouse
heat and air and low
and
seen to be appreciated.
Shopping Center, 753good condition. Ideal for
career minded. For
study,
dining room, den.
New
Concor
d
on
Hwy.
demonstrators in your
utility bills. Lots of the
Storage
Call
Space
Bob
Futrell
at
7537575.
small apartment or
personal interview call
living room, plant room,
121 S. 1500 foot of road
area. Quality mergreat outdoors with
7668 days or 7512394
For Rent
mobile home. Call 753- •
lion Freeman, 1-926-8000
basement and central
frontag
e.
All
chandisein
grass
MUSIC
apple trees, garden
Highest
LESSON
nights.
S:
753-475
im.
49
7650_
Monday-Wednesday, 9
natural gas heat. Price
with plenty oi water for
commission. No inspots
mediate openings for
and
olitside
a.m. to 7 p.m.
now only $35,000. Phone
cattle. Electric fence
vestment, delivering or
10x50 MOBILE HOME in
building suitable for
piano, organ, or voice
37
livestoc
k
Supplies
LIVING ROOM couch
KOPPERUD REALTY,
around perimeter of
collection. Call Ann
excellent condition. On
horse stable or storage.
lessons.
Experienced
and chair, excellent
BABYSITTER for 4
753-1222.
property. Impressively
Baxter collect 319-556choice shaded lot in
GENTLE MARE with
Phone us right away!
teaching with degrees in
condition. Call 753-7650
month old in my home
priced
8881 or write MERRICat $12,900.
colt, $200. 753-7323.
Baywood
music. Private lessons
KOPPERUD REALTY,
Vista on
starting August 28 for ....MAC,
WALDR
OP REALTY, NEWLY WEDS can be
Box
age
7511222.
6
and up - begin1277,
Kentuc
ky
Lake.
This
about 15 hours a week.
property owners. Take
ENGLISH SADDLE, 753753-5646.
Dubuque, Iowa 52001._ FROSTFREE
ners to advanced.
home is set up and ready
refrigerator,
Call 7534445.
a look at...this budget
7323.
to move into. Immediate
Rental purchase plan on
Westinghouse, two-dobr
ALL YOU could want in a
sized home located on
piano
possession.
and
Contact FOR
organ.
(freezer above 1. Call
COMPUTER
SALE, 15 polled
a quiet street near
mobile
home.
3
, grocery
Bobby Futrell at 753Clayton, Dixieland
753-7650.
PROGRAMMER,
Hereford cows, 12
shopping and school.
bedrooms, nice lot, new
doing good business on
Shopping Center;-, 1537668 days or 753-2394
812.000 starting salary.
winter
This house has six
carport
12x20
plus
,
calve
Hwy. 121 at Gravess,
nights.
ELECTRIC RANGE, in
fee paid Call Mr
registered Polled Bull,
concrete block building
rooms - two bedrooms,
('alloway County line.
23 Exterminating
excellent
- Oliver. I.ar-Go Emall young cows and bred
OYD-MAJORS
condition,
LOCATED ON Lakeshore
basement, utility room,
with utilities. New
489-2533.
purchased new in 1972.
"ployment Service, 442back, $8000. 753-3625.
central air conditioning.
REAL ESTATE
garage, and appliances
Drive. Mobile home with
14 Want in Buy
Call 753-7650.
8373.
753 8080
extra room built on with
central gas heat, $11,905.
are already included.
38 Pets Supplies
FREE
WANT TO boy used Gym
2 lots, $15,000. g
THE NELSON SHROAT
This is ready for
Prolemaratial Smarm
WHITE TUFFED sofa
11 • Inspection
ARE YOU looking for a
Set. Call 436-2742 after
REALTORS, Uncle
BRITTANY
immediate occupancy.
necessary will finance.
SPANIEL
With The Friendly Touch.'
slightly worn. Make an
career with a future and
6:00.
Jeff's Shopping Center,
753-8669.
Call us today to see
puppies, AKC, chamKelley's
offer. Call 753-8295 after
unlimited potential'
759-1707.
this home. Jolla C.
pion sired from hard
BEAUTIFUL BUILDTermite
12 x 37 TRAILER, all
5.
Burger Queen may be
TIMBER WANTED. We
Neubauer, Realtor, 206
hunting
parents,
ING
SITE. Almost 4
& Pest
electric, furnished, air
your answer. We are.
So. 4th Street, 753-0101
pay top prices on
guaranteed. Call 247miles past Mt. Carmel
condit
ioned,
good
Control
- looking for an assistant
or 753-7531.
standing timber, tie
5520, Puryear.
Church. 2 acres of
16 New
condition. Call 1-901-247manager
who
is
oo smoltI tit
logs, or veneering. Call
land. It is perfect for
3724.
Patterns
responsible and willing
Phone 753-rn4
AKC GERMAN Shepherd
you if you enjoy wild
489-2334, Wayne Adams.
la Busl: ens Oyer
Of vinyl cushion floor
to work towards our
puppies, solid black and
life. Very Private dr
Guy
Spann
30 Years
Realty
UNFURNISHED on sale at Wiggins
goal. Excellent starting
WANT TO BUY STANCertified By EPA
Priced To Sell. Only
all. colors, 1-554-2153,
BOYD-MAIO
You, Key People
owners must sell 1977
Furniture,641 North.
:.salary
and
fringe
$4,000. Boyd-Majors
DING timber. Will pay
Paducah.
In Reol Iterate
REAL
ESTATE
Skyline, 14x70. Call 492benefits. Contact Neil
Real Estate, 105 N.
top prices percentage or
753-8080
753 7724
8892 after 5 p.m.
901 Sycamore
AKC REGISTERED Irish
Smith at Burger Quetn
12th.
Murray, Ky
17. Vacuum Cleaners
acre. Call 498-8757_
21 Miscellaneous
•
•' professional Services
Setters, 4 males. 4
:• of Mayfield, 1002 Pa.
8 iteating
& Cooling
With re Friendly Touch
UTHORIZED
ELEC- IrOMATO JUICER,
15 Articles For Sale
females, 6 weeks old
Road. 1-502-247-1548 foi
b.
TROLUX Sales and - peeling, no coring,, no
BEAUTIFUL
&
KING AUTOMATIC w000
Call 435-4178.
an appointment. Equal FOR ALE, formica a
Service
pre-coo
UNIQU
LAKE-VIEin
king.
Wallin
E
Paduca
h call
heaters, deluxe porHornbuckle Barber Shop
Opportunity Employer.
Wilson art, larnenated,
443-6469. IN MURRAY
Hardware,Paris.. W COTTAGE. . . At
celain cabinet, cast iron
APPALOOSA
plastic, sizes 2'x4' --209 Walnut Street
Panorama Shores has
TONY
MONgrates, brick lines,
311ATURE PERSON to 4'x12' at 50 cents per sq. , call
GUILDING, 5 years,
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
25"
ZENIT
H
Console
TV
TGOMERY 753-6760.
2 bedrooms, 1 bath.
$199.95. Wallin Hard• baby sit in my home ft. Cabinet door hinges
gentle, trained, well
Monday-Friday -7:30-2:30 Satu
specially priced $519.95
mIrciE
la
living room, fireplace,
ware,
from 2.30 til 11. Must be at 10 cents per pair.
marked
brown
19 Farm Equipment
8nd
Paris.
PRICE
with trade. We will not
HAIR
CUT
$1.50
S
Y1-1A
7:34
11$51:1
kitchen
.°
double
&
reliable with references.
753-5058
white.
West Ky. Cabinet CO.,
.
be undersold. Tucker TV
CALL 753-4013
29 Mobile Home Rentals
garage
large
with
GRAIN WAGON, 1 year
Call 762-3379.
1203 Story Avenue.
Sales and Service, 1914
separate storage area.
• old, 12' hydraulic auger,
FOUR
REGISTERED
Coldwater Road. Your 12sIO TRAILER. See
This can be your anlarge tires. 489-2691
English Shepherd
Ftranden Dill at Dills
Zenith
dealer
for
swer to comfortable
Trailer Court. No phone
puppies, call 753-88.32
Murray and Calloway
STEP UP TO $$
flying.
lake
calls pleaseCounty.
REDUCED
TO
Why
not
have
a definite plan, new career, or
AKC
REGISTERED
---- 510 Massey combine,
a
$29,900. Boyd-Majors
change in the same career. We have an
German
SMXE
Shepherd
ALARMS, MOBILE Hours and
660 Case combine,
opening
Eteate, 105 N.
Real
in the Murray area. This is an
mobile home spaces for
puppy, 8 weeks old,
battery operated by
outstabding oplarge selection of
12th.
portunity for an ambitious individual. We
rent, at Riviera Courts
excellent blood line. Call
Water Pik, $16.88.
used tractors, equipfurnish
all
needed
supplies. Absolutely no
Call 753-3380!
753-0747.
ment in stock at
investm
ent.
_ Wallin
. Harslwa
_
JUST A little bit of
,re, Paris.
We train completely while you earn
reduced prices.
excellent
30 Business Rentals
country
profits.
,
PRESSURE CANNERS,
2
BR
Trainip
house
g
and
on
Is receiving
help always
41. Public Sales
Murray Ford
you need extra income by workingavailable. If
14 acres with several
heavy
polished
Job Applications
either full
TWELTI
1
_STRE
tizueor
ET,
-E.4;tart tirneywrite7-out- baildings
Tractor
o
tum. iota" Ili-Tin
For positions of assistant service manager See
Commercial lot for
Tuesday at 1:04 p.m.
Stateline Rd. near
pint& 7 quarts, or 4 half
525 S. 4th
Doris Williams for application forms
lease 175' frontage 189'
Winona Monument Co
Clothes size 14 and
Blood _
759-4895
gallons, 843.95. Wallin
River.
Box 529
• deep Call 753-7818 after
childrens size 5 end...6.- -444441PROEMITY,
Flardware-Paria
5:00
Winona, MN 55987
1300 S. 16th.
753-5646.

%hEHA
reasoru
bed roo
central
in the v
Vine S
shoppir
school,.
home
drapes,
stove, a
Call
NEUBA
REALTI
St., 753-4
to see tt

'PRINTIN

South 1i
YE I, E PH

22 ACRE
miles
Boat Di
feet of
Plenty
many t
good sp
of the 1
petedly
$14,900
REALT

LAKE 1
tremely
Frame
Kentucl,
landsi
manic
Franklii
room,
patio an
Priced ii
KOPPE,
753-1222.

WILSON

••

M),

tit!

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

BOY
REA
75

Profess
With The F
UNBEL
PRICE.
2 bath, 13
under
Buy now
colors,
panellin
home
desirabl(
*chiding
great ro
with
ONLY $
Majors
105 N. 121

44. Lots
LOT FOF
with sec
- and drit
in
Ba
Subdivi
Lake.
possessi
at 753
nights 7

And tt
counti
buil&
a disc
of trei

Ron'
Jim I

-J

Extr
tuck:
lawn
(Teti

pacpi 11 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDCOR & TIMES,

state
i in Mt. Cannel
illy, 72 acres in
d beans, sonit
land and some
plar timber. 2
fed creeks on
. Hwy frontage
South, $67,000.
DP REALTY,

Thurman
s & Real Estate

LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
4F HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in 'a
central location. This is
in the vitainity'of 6th and
ne Street close to
shopping downtown,
school, and hospital. the
home includes the
drapes, refrigerator,
stove, and dishwasher.
Call
JOHN
C.
NEUBAUER,
REALTOR, 206 N. 9th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.
BEALT()HS

I Court Square
r, Kentecky

3-4451
South 12th

MAN
with
ion can see the
1 in this 2
home with 51
stock barn,
darn, hog shed,
ice with a price
wouldn't
ist
Call for an
nent
today.
TA
JOBS
IRS, 753-1492.

STYLE BUY
plus" best
this new 3
2 bath home
in
Hazel.
ace
with
tor, built-in
!s, custom built
, heat pump
Ine
windows
a few of the
.atures of this
Che price is
30's. - Phone
.UD REALTY,

at Sy ca rno

TELEPHONE 75111351

22 ACRES on Hwy. 280 2
miles from Bloodriver
Boat Dock. Has several
feet of Hwy. frontage.
Plenty of trees, many,
many building sites, a
good spring. Has a view
of the lake, very cornpetedly
priced
at
$14,900. WALDROP
REALTY,753-5646.
LAKE LIVING - Extremely attractive AFrame home near
Kentucky Lake. Lovely
landscaping and
manicured
lawn.
Franklin stove in family
room, large concirete
patio and wooden deck.
Priced in the 20's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.
-

P,7pCTIT•nton

LIlY
ALTY

3 7539625

REDUCED, 2
le home with
window air'
er, built-in
100 x 125 lot, 1
of Murray.
isuranee and
ate, 7533263.

AAJORSIII
:STATE
3080

Serairrs
•ndh Touch-

44. Lots For Sale
LOT FOR mobile home
with septic tank, water
and driveway. Located
in
Baywood
Vista
Subdivision on KY.
Lake. Immediate
possession. Call Bobby
at 753-7668 days or
nights 753-2394.

46 Homes For Sale
THREE ROOM furnished
house, 10 miles east of
Murray, $2500. 442-8670,
BY OWNER 3 BR brick
with 1'2 bath, enclosed
garage desirable neighborhood, priced $41,000.
Call 753-4673.
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
1542 Oxford brive. 3
extra large bedrooms,
living room, dining
room with wood parquet
floor, den with fireplace,
eat-in kitchen with builtin range and dishwasher, utility room, 2
'baths, 7 extra. large
closets, 2 -Car garage,
beautifully landscaped,
3100 square feet. 7536156.
FOR SALE by owner 5
miles west of Murray. 3
bedroom brick, 1 bath,
. large living room, nice
size utility-kitchen and
dinette combination, 1
car garage. l'z' miles
from Southwest school.
Call 753-4896.
DUPLEX FOR SALE,
1600 Ridgewood' Drive,
brick, each side has 2
BR, central heat and
air, stove, refrigerator,
and dishwasher, $40,000.
Call owner at 753-4470
after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
brick duplex in Lynn
Grove. Nice rental
property or home for
owner, with extra income. One acre lot. Call
435-4557 or ;.,3-6881.
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres 1,‘2 mile south of
Grocery.
Wiseharts
Good well and pump.
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.

LEAVE THE CITY BEHIND!!!
And the traffic & the hustle & bustle & go to the
country. We've got 3 choice parcels of land, good
building location, can be bought as a package, at
a discount or separately. Beautiful view and lots
of trees on one parcel. Call Today.

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR.
7/1/Of ‘
4414
f
P.011/1f S

Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
Or

Ron Talent 753-9894
Jim Herndon 759-1184

Cynthia Gamble 759-1396
Linda McKinney 753-8567

I."

7:30 ti15:00
HAVE $1.25

or
opening
ding opfurnish
!stment.
xcellent
!able. If
her full ,

1

THREE
BEDROOM
brick home, carpeted
living room and 2 BR,
Pa bath, approximately
2 acres of land 7' miles
east of Murray, 4 miles
from Lake on blacktop.
Phone 436-5370; after 5
p.m. phone 759-4927.
LAST CHANCE before
listing with realtor.
bedroom carpeted, walk
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
garage with a storage
room, central gas heat
and electric air, entry
hall, living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining
area, kitchen with dishwasher and disposal,
built-in stove with hood,
food center and many
cabinets, central
vacuum, patio with grill,
intercom, landscaped,
near high school, 804
Minerva Place, 753-0196
or 753-7906.
--

SWIMMERS?
This 3 BR brick house
with swimming pool is
for you. 1,4404,cars
pet, electric heat. 41f's.

LAKE LIVING
Extremely attractive A-Frame,home near Kentucky Lake. Lovely landscaping and manicured
lawn. Franklin stove in family room, large concrete patio and wooden deck. Priced in the 20's.

KOPPERUD
REALTY!!
Ph. 753-1222

711 Main

1502 Porklane
753-1432
41.Motorcycles
-1972 HONDA CI.350 ,
motorcyle, in real good
condition. Call. 7.53-5273.du5rirg the day and 75301 after 6 p.m

miles, V-8
automatic, ori*inal tires
with the car, white with red

interior.

3 DAY SPECIAL
75 Ford Photo
Iternebout •

$2175

2 door, 4 speed,24.000 miles.
one owner.
72 Chevrolet Seberhou

Corry-Al

$2275

One owner, front and rear
air, automatic, power
Steering & brakes, extra
sharp.

74 Ford Romper XLT..$2575
Short wheel base, power
steering, brakes and air.

73 Chevrolet Silvered°
Pickup
$3578
V-8, power steering, brakes
and air. 48.000 niiles.

Salesmen: .
Mickey Boggess •
Jan Dalton
Jerry Boyd
J.H. Nix

Dwain 1

JI, BUILD. Almost 4
Mt. Cannel
acres of
perfect for
enjoy wild
Private &
Sell. Only
)yd-Majors
e. 10§ N.

UNBELIEVEABLE
PRICE.. This 3bdrm.,
2 bath, B. V. presently
under
construtton.
Buy now & select your
colors,
carpeting,
panelling, etc. This
home
has
many
desirable faatures, in- ,
chiding entry hall,
great room, fireplace
with
heat-o-lator.
ONLY $39,500. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

FOR SALE BY owner:
Lot P 2 miles east of
Murray on good road
and 500' of Hwy. 94. City
water, no restrictions,
not in a subdivision. Call
Bob Futrell 753-7668
days or 753-2394 nights.

51 Services Offered
51 Services Offered
51 Services Otteret
1975 JEEP pickup, 4 • re • NG, excellent
oi`
WET 13
"
wheel drive, automatic, references. Call 753-1486 MOBILE HOME ANFOR A QUICK sale, 7
make wet basetnenth
power brakes and
between 7 and 3:30, ask
room house with
CHORS, underpinning
dry, work completely
steering, also topper, for Shelley.
awnings, carports and
bath, 2 acres. 437-4484
guaranteed. Call or
new 10" western white
roofs sealed. Call .lack
write Morgan Conspoke rims, with 1100 SOLAR
ENERGY
Glover 753-1873 after 5
struction Co., Route 2,
JUST
LISTED3
BF
headquarters,
Goodrich
p.m. or weekends.
all
Box 409 A. Paducah,
bedroom charmer terrain mudders. Call
residential, com
Ky. 42001. Phone day
three bedroom brick
437-4596 after 5 p.m.
mercial, and industrial. FOR YOUR septic tank
or night 442-7026. •
home with central heat
and backhoe work
dealers for Volcano
Also
and air, lovely landFORD customized van.
needs. Also septic tank
II, the most efficient
CONGENERAL
scaped lawn, fenced
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
cleaning. Call John
wood
burner
in
STRUCTION. If it takes
backyard, wooden deck
AM -FM
Lane. Phone 75341669 or
radio,
America. Solar King of
nails to mend or build
and lots of other
television, speakers
436-6348.
Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
new we can do. Any type
pleasant features in thi!)
front and rear, couchW. Broadway.
construction, dry wall
dream home. Just
bed, ice box,-sink, portaLICENSED ELEChanging and finishing,
outside of city limits and
potti, carpeted, air SMALL DOZER.Ideal for
TRICIAN
and
gas
exterior and
inroofing,
priced in the 30's.
leveling or spreading,
conditioned. Call 753stallation
will
do
interior painting, no jobs
KOPPERUD REALTY,
0476
753-0129 or 753-7370.
!"
plumbing, heating,
too small, reasonable
753-1222.
sewer cleaning. Call 75350
Inc
nt:beat*,
Unoted
Campers
1975
Feature
Se
rates, 15 years exC
fkr
FENCE SALES at Sears
7203.
perience. All work
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
1968 25' AVION travel
now. Call Sears 753-2310
guaranteed, also, innew on market brick, 3 "EVEN IF "THE MARIJUANA SMOWERS trailer with 1971 Chevy
NEED TREES CUT?
for free estimates for
surance repair and
.bedroom carpeted, walk ON CARTER'S STAFF DO OBEY HIS
station wagon equipped
Landolt Tree Service.
your
needs.
roofing. Call anytime,
TO NOW WILL HE
in closets, 2baths, 2 car ORDER 'TO
to pull trailer. Sell as
Call George Landolt,
Construction, Almo,
CB
KNOW THE DIFFERENCE?
garage with a storage
unit or separately. 753- CARPET CLEANING at
753-8170.
Ky. 753-0955 or 759-1667..
room, central gas heat
7600.
reasonable rates.
Anytime day or night
and electric air, entry
CARPET CLEANING
47 Motorcycles
49. Used Cars & Trucks
Prompt and efficient.
our
repair
roof
hall, living room, large
SHORT WHEEL base
vibra-back, steam, dry
Custom Carpet Care,
specialty.
den with wood burning • FOR SALE Honda 450,
topper, call 492-8155.
cleaning,
references.
753-1335.
good condition, 753-2467
fireplace and dining
1968 PONTIAC 2 door
Reasonable rates, free MITCHELL BLACKafter 5 p.m.
hardtop, doesn't use 1974
area, kitchen with dishWATER WELLS. Smith
STARCRAFT
estimates. Call 759-4085
TOPPING --sealing,
washer and disposal,
Starmaster 8, excellent
oil, gbod second car,
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
or 753-5816.
patching striping. For
1966 YAMAHA 60 cc, good
built-in stove with hood,
$400. Call Raphael
condition. Call 345-2028,
Call 1-527-1836 after,....5
free estimates call 753tires, engine rebuilt, $65.
Jones at 753-3844.
Mayfield.
food center and many
p.m.
EXPERIENCED
IN1537.
753-8585.
cabinets, utility room
TERIOR and exterior
CHIMNEY
WHITES
CLEANING,
'CAMPER
cabinets,
with built-in
painters
1950 FORD Club Coup for
with
BACKHOE WORK,septic
bird screens installed,
SALES your starcraft
central vacuum, patio
references. 759-1228..
1975 YAMAHA RD-125 B,
sale. Also restored 1962
tanks, dirt and gravel
minor
repair
dealer.
work
by
You've
got
a
with grill, intercom,
less than 3000 miles,
Nash convertible. Phone
hauling. Call 753-5808 or
Cliff Heegel, Magic Hat WILL STAY with elder
good thing going with
landscaped, near high
$275. Call 767-2452.
753-1271.
753-5706.
Chimney
Sweeps.
Starcraft.
Call
Compete
line
School, 804 Minerva
people. Call 435-4169.
759-4878.
travel trailers, pop ups,
Place, 753-0196 or 7531978 YAMAHA 400 CC, FOR SALE,1972 Chrysler
PIANO TUNING and
parts and accessories.
7906.
4 door, nice
.
;753-3081.
AIR CONDITIONING
1000 miles. Only $800.
repair. Call Joe Jackson
FOR YOUR coal needs,
Toppers and ' used
436-2261.
sales and service, R. C.
Chuck's
at
Music
INCOME PROPERTY,
call
or
Edward
write
campers.
East
94
High1977 DODGE, 4x4, blue,
Evans,474-2748. Center,
753-3682
753or
large furnished house of
Spock, Rt. 1, Dawson
way, 4 miles from
650
YAMAHA
318 with headers, and
1978
7149 after 6 p.m.
rental ,units, one block
Springs,
KY,
797-8318.
Murray.
Call
753-0605.
extras, 6000 miles. 382Special, perfect conINSULATION BLOWN
from MSU $490 per
2294 after 6 p.m.
Contact Billy
dition.
IN by Sears save on •
Offered
Services
month), $33,500. Call
51.
LICENSED ELECthese high heat and
Dyer at 753-8674 or 753759-1182.
TRICIAN, prompt ef1977 CHEVROLET 4 BUSH HOGGING, North
6038.
cooling bills. Call Sears
ficent service. Call
Calloway County and
wheel drive,short bed, 4
753-2310
for
free
HOME FOR SALE by
Ernest White, 753-0605.
FOR SALE,like new 1974
South Marshall County.
speed,
435-4395
estimates.
owner: a brick, 3 BR,
753-2418.
Honda CL-200 and
QUALITY SERVICE
study, 912 baths, living,
WANTING DO do office ..S4triTEIUN6-UV-SEMIS1974 EL CAMINO,
helmet. Wish to discuss
--Comparryinc."A
tIr
dining,
den
with
batkhoe and
"and hoUSe
Sears continuous gutter
price. Jail 1-44-4481-4---r-nileage, excellent 'KM TYPES
dition
sales
and
fireplace,. kitchen with
serField
work.
septic
tank
1145.
condition, 759-4947
after 5.
installed
per your
vice. Modern sheet
dishwasher
and
tile lines installed, '28
specifications.
Call
metal
disposal, utility room,
experience.
department.
years
48. Automotive Service
BYARS BROTHERS &
1975 VOLVO 164 E, exSears 753-2310 for free
entry hall, walk-in
Larry
Wisehart,
Licensed through Health
SON - General home
cellent condition. 1973
estimates.
2-14" & 2-15" Western
closets, central heating
President. Phone 753Department. Call Rex
remodeling, framing,
TR 6, 'excellent conMag wheel, Unilug. Call
and cooling, fully car'9290.
Camp, 753-5933.
ally:4in= siding and
dition.. Call 753-0799
SPRAY PAINTING of all
753-4445.
peted, double garage.
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
days, and 753-2317 DO YOU
kinds.
MOM
roofs.'
need stumps
For appointment call
54 Free Column
or 1-362-4895.
nights.
TRUCK TIRE Sale barns, farms and
removed from your yard
753-9351 after 5 p.m.
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
homes.
Call
Ralph
FREE KITTENS, 753or land cleared of
FOR SALE, Essex soy
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85 MOVING MUST SELL,
Worley, 436-2563.
1575.
stumps? We can remove
bean seed. 489-2602.
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
1972- 1967 Baha Buggy,
stumps up to 24"
To settle estate, 3 or 4 BR.
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
camper top - 351 Ford
1
PAINTING INTERIOR,
beneath ground. Leaves
brick, large bath, living room.
Wallin
ATTENTION:
Hardware,
motor and tool boxes.
exterior. Also dry wall
only sawdust and chips
den, recreation or office roost
Paris.
436-2149.
AUTO INDUSTRY WORKERS
finishing. 10 years exCall for free Estimate,
kitchen with refrigerator and
perience. Call 436-2563,
49 Used Cars & Trucks
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
built-in stove, large utility with
1964 - ,-CHEVROLET
Ralph Worley.
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
washerdryer, electric wall
convertible Impala
Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet,
Inc.
151
.,
oriaarrouoitoeti000000 0 0 0 a 05 ft
heat and 3 window air conSuper Sport. Bucket "0000liorio
10
ditioners on shaded corner lot.
seats, automatic in 0
1 car carport. 542,900. 1631
floor, $895. Call 759-4698
Dwain Taylor
HOUSE PUNTS
HANGING BASKETS
College farm Road Shown by
Chevrolet, Inc.
appointment only. 147-3946
WHITE FAIRLANE 1964. ▪
OFF
641 South Murray, My.
1/2 Price
new tires, new brakes,
Mayfield.
753 2617
new shock absorbers,
73 Mercury Coke)
If you or someone in your immediate family
,Perk
Sale Ends Aug. 12
42,000
miles,
low
AIR CONDITIONED, all
4 d,por wagon, power
has a hearing loss, see us We are an
• mileage. Call 753-3772.
steering & brakes, air, one
Large Assortment of
electric, 3 bedrooms, 2
approved provider under the Auto Industry
owner,60,000 miles.
baths; part basement.
Cacti
Hearing Aid Benefit Program
70 Chevrolet Inutile
1977 MAVERICK,• mint
dishwasher, stove,
4 door, power steering &
One Group Special 5/1.00
condition, air, 20,000
brakes, air, 59,000 miles.
disposal, on large lot in
CALL OR COME IN
sharp, must see.
miles, $3500. :753-8552
Keniana
Subdivision.
WA COMPLETE DETAILS
Closed Sunday and Monday
U
61 Chevrolet Impels Coupe
after 6 p.m.
Call 436-2473.
One owner, 35,000
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc. Dwelt Taylor Clwvrelet, Inc.

10
11

' Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

LAKEVIEW LQT.&
restricted subdivision at
1973 prices. Central
water, call Robert
Morris, 436-2473.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

46. Homes For Sale

The Beltone
Hearing Aid You've
Wanted But Thought
You Couldn't Afford

Mill

iD 6 ACRES iat rare homepportunity of
e plus acreage
lose-to-town
t a reasonable
wee bedroom
le with central
air and low
s. Lots of the
ltdoors with
ees, garden
nd ()Inside
suitable for
le or storage.
right away!
ID REALTY,

BOYD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

44. Lots For Sale
LOTS FOR mobile homes
for sale by owner,
several to •choose from
in Senic Acres. Well
restricted, on Hwy. 280,
mile
to
East
Elementary School.
Terms by owner. Call or
see James or Bobby
Futrell, 405 S. 4th,
Murray, Day 753-7668,
night 753-2394

Dwsie Taylor Dwein toylor Chevrolet, loc. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc. Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc. Dwain Taylor Chevrole

1Y

Monday, August 7, 1978

20%

1967 MUSTANG, $500.
Call after 5, 753-5368.
1970 CHEVROLET 4 door
Impala, power steering,
brakes, vinycroof, air
_conditiOning, ftice. 7538585.

-ANService

(This alphabetized page will roo weeidy - clip it from
the paper and save for hot* reference)

Hinman's Rentals
Fire
753-1441

House, garden, auto, sewer, power and concrete toots
and etc.

753-5703

Police
753-1621

802 N. 18th Street Murray
Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

IDERnys

Kelley's Termite
.8 Pest Control

502-492-8831

1011-S. 13th St.
Murray,Ky.

BARKLEY Mg

753-3914
Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
•

24Hour Service.
7-Days A Week

Phone
'1533351
ilmemesk

Mon-Fri 9-1

500

D

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, No full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

PHONE
502-685=4961

Ph. 527.8463

Uri

1971
SALE,
FOR
MOVING MUST SELL, Chevrolet dump truck,
good condition. Call 7531972 Super Beetle 1967 Baha
Buggy, 4343 or 753-4955.
camper top - 351 Ford
motor and tool boxes. 1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royal, burgundy on
436-2149.
burgundy with white
top. Has power and air,
1976 CHEVY Monza, 4
speed, 20,000 miles,
extra clean car with
45,000 miles, 12450. Call
$2100 or best offer. 7591158.
492-8103 after 4 00 p.m.

Ohio Valley Real Estate

WHEN A HEARING
AID WILL HELP

Located 6kt ml west of Hazel, Ky. Turn west on State Line Rd. at
o Hazel, go 512 mi. turn left at sigh and go 1 mi.

1977 FORD Van Club
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
miles, new tires, Captains chairs, factory air,
P.S., P.13., stereo, with
front and rear speakers,
rear bench seat, fully
carpeted, solid silver,
blue interior, mint
clean, excellent condition, $6495 firm. Phone
Murray 759-4590.

701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301

.X)

Hutchens Plant Farm
0-5ULfla

1 200 Poplar
Benton, Ky.

Refinishing &
Custom Built Furnitur,

H.641
6 Miles South

Poison
Control
Center

753-7588

Jerry McCoy,Owner
& Operator

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad-

753-6952

Taber's
Body Shop
24 HOOf Wrecker
Service

753-3134
753-6177
1301 Chestnut-Murray

Free
Termite Inipection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
8 Pest tontrol
100 S 13th St
Murray,

7534914:-

Quality Service
Company
Honst Pump
5060(401leeer.

Modern Sheet Metal
8. Service Departments.

753-9290
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Hog Market
• (Gnawed From
his own death. Last Tuesday,on a visit
to the tomb of a cardinal who once was
his superior, he said:'We hope to meet
him after death, which for us could not
be far away."
Because leas than a third of the voting
cardinals will be Italian, Pope Paul's
death touched off immediate
speculation that a non-Italian pope
might be elected for the first time since
Adrian VI, a Dutchman, in 1522-23. But
the Italians still dominate the electoral
process and are expeeted to prevail in
the election.
Of the three Italian "papabili" most
frequently Mentioned, Cardinal
Benelli, 57, vrlis Pope Paul's right-hand
man as the Vatican's undersecretary of
state until the pope appointed him archbishop of Florence last year. A con-

Col. Peterson Dies
At Hospital; Was
Head Of ROTC, MSU

CHICAGO (AP) — A study
sponsored by the American
Medical Association says
of
Word has been received
nicotine may cause peptic
the death of Col. (Ret.
confirms that
Palmer i Pete) Peterson, ulcers and
helps
smoking
who was head of the ROTC cigarette
heart
and
lung
cause
State
Department at Murray
diseases.
University from 1971-74.
died
Peterson
Col.
The 14-year study cost $15
Saturday at four a.m. at the million and was financed by
Highland Baptist Hospital, six major tobacco comLouisville, after an extended panies.
illness. He retired from the
In a recently released, 369Army in 1974 after 32 years
page hardbound book, the
of service.
The former Murray man study concluded: "The bulk
is survived by his wife, Mrs. of research sponsored by
supports the
Carol Peterson, Elizabeth- this project
cigarette
that
contention
town: his mother, Mrs. Laura
important
Peterson; Sioux Falls, S. D.; smoking plays an
development of
• three sons, Capt. Paul Peter- role in the
obstructive
sen, Fort , Knox, Scott chronic
and
diseases
pulmonary
Peterson, liouisville,-and Kurigrave danger
Peterson, Elizabethtown; constitutes a
with preone granddaughter, Keni to individuals
disease of the
existing
sisters
four
Peterson;
Beth
coronary arteries.
and one brother.
services_
funeral
Military
"... • studies include new
which
by
will be held Tuesday at one mechanisms
p.m. at the House of Prayer nicotine may influence
Church, production of peptic ulcers."
Lutheran Elizabethtown.
AMA spokesman Frank
Visitation will be at the Chappell said on Saturday
Funeral ,Home, that the study doesn't
Brown
Elizabethtown. from two to contain much that is new,
nine p.m. today Monday).
but confirms what others
The family requests that other studies have found.
expressions of sympathy
The impact of the study,
take the form of donations
seemed to be that
however,
the
of
Ward
to the Oncology
by the
Highland Baptist Hospital, research funded
supported
industry
tobacco
Louisville,
Barrett Street,
that
research
earlier
Ky.
smoking is hazardous.
David Fishel, spokesman
for R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., said today, ''We won't
have any comment until we
have had a chance to read
the report ... to see what's
in the book."
Braxton Gillahan, brother of
rnuftity,'
Mrs. -LeiWlT
died Friday at ten p.m. at his
home at Ledbetter. He was 67
years of age.
The deceased was a charter
member and first master of
the F. & A.M.lodge No. 952 in
Ledbetter, a member of Local
181 of the operating engineers,
A gospel meeting is now in
and a member of the Ohio
progress at the Union Grove
Valley Baptist Church.
Church of Christ, located
Survivors include his wife,
east of Penny.
,Just
one
Mrs. Frances Gillahan,
Speaker for the services
son, William (Bill) Gillahan, each evening at 7:30 is Dean
and one daughter. Mrs. Sue
Crutchfield of die Green
Edmonds, all of Ledbetter;
Plain Church of Christ.
Dolly
four sisters, Miss
Ralph Ray is directing the
Gillahan. Kevil. Mrs. Lee song
service for the gospel
Wilson, Murray, Mrs. Arbie meeting which will close on
Rickman,Parsons, Tenn., and
Friday, Aug. 11.
Mrs. Doris Davis,.Ohio; one
brother, Press Gillahan,
LAUNCH SCRAPPED
Cleveland, Ohio; three
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
grandchildren
The funeral is being held (AP) — A Pioneer Venus II
today at two p.m. at the chapel launch scheduled for today
of the Smith Funeral Home, was postponed because of a
Smithland, with the Rev. J. W. shortage of coolant for the
Hansen officiating. Burial will rocket engines. Space offollow in the Oak Grove ficials rescheduled it for 3:37
a.m. EDT Tuesday.
Cemetery at Ledbetter.

Continued

•
primaries all November's statewide
elections.
Hubbard, who makes constant attempts to keep his name in the
gubernatorial pot, forecasts that in
January "there will be important
political developments in Kentucky."
He noted that it has been 20 years
since a ticket of Bert Combs for
governor and Wilson Wyatt for

Mr. Gillahan Dies
Friday; Brother
Of Murray Woman

servative, be led the unsuccessful fight
against Italy's new abortion law.
Cardinal Baggio. 65, is prefect of the
Congregation for Bishops, a former
Vatican diplomat III Europe and Latin
America and has r,een identified with
neither the conseoative nor liberal
wings of the Curia, the Vatican administration.
Cardinal Pignedoli, 68, is a
progressive and as president of the
Secretariat for tion-Chri.stians has
fostered new relations with Islam and
other creeds in the Third World.
The Dutch primate, Cardinal
Willebrancis, 68, is another progressive
who formerly headed the Congregation
for Christian Unity at the Vatican.
Cardinal Pironio 58. a moderate
Page ()eel

lieutenant governor merged to the
surprise of many and defeated Harry
Lee Waterfield, the choice of then-Gov.
A.B. "Happy" Chandler. '
Again, the congressman is playing
his cards close to the vest and declining
to disclose what all his speculations
might mean 10 months before the
state's major primary election.

progressive, heads the Congregation
for the Religiousand is a former
secretary-general of the Latin
American Conference of Catholic
Bishops. Cardinal Koeing, 73, played an
important part in Pope Paul's efforts to
improve relations between the church
and the Communist governments of
eastern Europe, but his age is considered a factor against his election.
The new pope will inherit a church
wracked by divisions over reform and
modernization that plagued Pope Paul
throughout his reign.
Considered a progressive when he
was elected to succeed Pope John, he
steered his predecessor's reforming
ecumenical council, Vatican II, to a
successful conclusion. It modernized
the Mass, consecrated the right of
religious freedom and proclaimed the
Jews free of any collective guilt for the
crucifixion of Christ.
Bit in the years that followed, Pope
Paul angered both liberals and conservatives. "Renewal, yes; arbitrary
change, no," he said.
He reaffirmed the church's strict ban
on artificial contraception, unsuccessfully fought Italy's liberalized
divorce law and Its recent new abortion
law, insisted on priestly celibacy and
defended traditional morality.
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SPECIAL
Tue. & Wed., Aug.8 & 9th
(21)Shrimp Dinner
Specia *299

Reg. $3.65
Fries, Onion
Includes 21 Shrimp, Hushpuppies, F.
Rings,Slaw,de Tartar Sauce

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESTAURANT
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OUR BIGGEST
SUMMER SALE EVER!
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Union Grove Church
Holding Gospel

Meeting This Week

He has a• hereditary conch(ion relied
_hemophilia. Even a little cut can bleed
a lot The-help be needs is expensive
and sometimes far frnm home

For more information about thew and other services, fill
out the coupon and mall it to
Hemophilia PfOcifirfl, Department for Human Resources
275 E Main Street. Frankfort,Ky .40801

loclay, through a new program within the Kentucky
Department for Human Resources, that help is more available
and more affordable The program offers the hemophilia pa
tient a number of services

20 T0
50%

• Infusion Sets
• Evaluetren
.• Referral for Services
• Treatment
• Hospital Services
• Training for Horre ineusor
• Bloc. Products (Factors VIII &Oa
• Intermitter, About Current Reiewrch

OFF

NTERIORS

I would like more infornwtroo *bout herhophilka
• -t setttitef Ilke mere infornotl00 ebOsit- Seiv7CIT*
persons with hemophilia
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